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Chapter 1

Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) is a field which is part of both computer
science and linguistics. It regards the processing of natural language with the
help of computers. Three language processing tasks that use NLP techniques
are spelling correction, machine translation, and speech recognition. A well
established research direction approaches these tasks in NLP using language
models. Most typically, a language model determines how well a sequence of
linguistic elements fits the model, which by extension provides an estimate
of how likely the sequence is in its language. In our examination we focus on
statistical language models. The objective of this thesis is to investigate whether
adding explicit linguistic information to these language models leads to better
results when processing text, using the assumption that the given information
may be already implicitly present in the text.

The current chapter introduces the reader to the topic under consideration and
provides the essential elements for our investigation. In Section 1.1 we describe
statistical language models that support us in a variety of tasks. Section 1.2 dis-
cusses the process of selecting the best alternatives out of a set of alternative
sequences, each of which represents a possible change to the underlying text.
In Section 1.3 we formulate our problem statement, followed by the formula-
tion of four research questions in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 gives our research
methodology. Finally, Section 1.6 provides the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Statistical Language Models

In NLP, language models are used for many different tasks. For most of the
tasks, having access to a language model is essential for performing the task
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well. A language model can be used to decide on whether, or to what degree,
a sequence belongs to the language. A statistical language model (SLM) is a
language model that is characterised by a variety of distributions over (parts
of) the language. The distributions are measured and lead to statistics on dis-
tributions and probabilities on sequences. Next to the task of (1) estimating the
likelihood of a sequence, a language model may also be used for two other
tasks: (2) to generate language sequences, and (3) to decide between different
alternative sequences.

Applications of Language Models

Language models are typically used at places where a decision has to be made
on the suitability of a member from a set of possible sequences. Five example
applications that effectively use language models are speech recognition, ma-
chine translation, optical character recognition, text generation, and text correc-
tion. Below, we briefly describe the five applications and the use of statistical
language models for these tasks.

Speech recognition deals with recognising a spoken utterance from its corre-
sponding audio stream. Statistical language models are used to select a se-
quence from all the possible spoken sequences of words that fits the observed
data best. The task for language models in speech recognition is exacerbated
by the fact that the audio stream has many possible interpretations, both in seg-
mentation and in the selection of the individual phonemes. The interpretations
result in a large lattice of possible words and sequences matching the sound,
out of which a selection will have to be made.

Machine translation deals with translating a text written in one language to
a text written in another language. It tries to find a mapping of (parts of) a
sequence to another sequence. The possible mappings can result in many can-
didate translations. Typically, translating one sentence results in a choice be-
tween hundreds or several orders of magnitude more candidate translations,
where candidates differ in the order and choice of words or subsequences. Sta-
tistical language models contribute to a score by which the best translation can
be selected. Several factors make machine translation hard. We mention three
of them: (1) the word order of the languages involved can be different; (2)
the number of words for a correct translation can be smaller or larger than the
number of words in the original sequence; and (3) the other language might not
have the same translation for each sense of the word (e.g., the word bank 1 in
English might refer to several wholly different meanings each with their own
translation possibilities).

1 We use italics to denote an example.
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Optical character recognition deals with converting a text in an image into
machine-readable text. Mapping a picture of some characters into the actual
characters is hard to do automatically and often leads to multiple possible char-
acter sequences. Statistical language models are used to select between possi-
ble different alternative conversions of words in a context in combination with
statistical models of character images and the context of those characters.

Text generation deals with generating a new text with a pre-defined meaning.
Specific applications that make use of text generation are machine translation
and the generation of text starting from concepts; for instance, the generation
of a weather forecast from forecast data. When formulating a text, there are
usually many possible correct formulations. Statistical language models are
used to select between several generated options.

Text correction deals with a set of problems that involve modifying (erroneous)
text. We experiment with problems taken from the domain of text correction
when investigating the effects of different language models. The main idea is
that the text is transformed into a better text in the same language. Statistical
language models are used here to choose a solution between different alterna-
tive rewordings.

Problems in Text Correction

As stated above we concentrate on problems related to the task of text cor-
rection. Here we introduce the topic globally by mentioning and briefly de-
scribing four problems out of the large variety of problems in text correction,
namely (1) non-word error correction, (2) confusible error detection and cor-
rection, (3) verb and noun agreement correction, and (4) prenominal adjective
reordering. These problems come with their own set of challenges and possible
approaches. Below we give a flavour of these challenges.

Non-word error correction deals with the detection and correction of non-word
errors in a text. A non-word error is the occurrence of a malformation of a word,
caused by the insertion, deletion or substitution of one or more letters of the
original word, resulting in a character string (token) that is not a proper word in
the language. The task is then to map this malformed word to the correct word
if such a correct word can be determined.

One of the difficult factors is the fact that not all words unknown to the sys-
tem are malformed. In any unseen text, the system is bound to observe words
it has not seen before, for instance, because of the creative aspects of produc-
tive morphology. A typical example of this would be noun compounding, as
found in amongst others Dutch, German, and Afrikaans. Two examples are the
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Dutch word fietspomphouder (bicycle pump holder), and dozenstapel (stack
of boxes).

An example of a non-word error is *Only one woord is wrong.2 In the exam-
ple, the word woord is not a correct English word. A possible correction could
be to replace it by the word word . For more information, techniques, and cor-
rection methods, the interested reader is referred to Kukich (1992) and Rey-
naert (2005).

Confusible error detection and correction is an extensively studied topic. A
confusible error occurs when a word is confused with a different word which
is incorrect within the context. For example, in the sentence *There car is red
the word There should be replaced by Their . Several forms of relatedness give
rise to confusible errors. Words that are mutually confused, and form a con-
fusible set, can be related by many factors, including homophony, similar writ-
ing, keyboard proximity, and similar morphology. An example of a confusible
set based on similarity in phonemes is {then, than}.

Verb and noun agreement correction deals with the detection and correction
of agreement errors of verbs and nouns in relation to their sentential context.
These types of errors occur when the verb and noun are incongruent with their
context, e.g., the number or the gender of the subject and verb do not match. An
example of an agreement error in a full sentence would be *The man run . This
example can be corrected by either changing the noun to men or the verb to
runs . In languages other than English the situation can be much more complex.

Prenominal adjective reordering deals with the correct ordering of prenomi-
nal adjectives. This problem does not always have a clear, best solution. Then
again, language users do have preferences for certain orderings. An example is
?? the wooden red cabin3 versus the red wooden cabin .

The Use of n-grams

A statistical language model is trained on a collection of language sequences
before it is used. Such a collection of sequences cannot be complete, as it is
impossible by any standards to enumerate all sequences that are possible in a
natural language. Confronted with a new sequence, it is unlikely that the model
has encountered this sequence in advance. Yet, it is likely that the model has
encountered subsequences of the sequence.

2 The character * announces an erroneous example. We mark the entire sentence that contains the
error.
3 From here on we will mark all less preferred examples that are not, strictly speaking, incorrect
by a double question mark. This is also in line with the approach used in the literature, specifically
in Malouf (2000).
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Statistical language models assign likelihood scores to sequences. A score is
usually given by combining scores of fixed-size parts of the sequence. These
fixed-size parts are called n-grams. An n-gram is a set of n consecutive sym-
bols as they occur in a sequence. We note that historically the term n-gram
denotes sequences of n characters. When we refer to n-grams in this thesis,
we refer to sequences of n words. Statistical language models use distributions
over n-grams to assign the scores to sequences.

Fixed-size n-grams provide for a limited flexibility, which is a serious obsta-
cle for language models. That is, the size of the n-grams used in the language
model is predetermined, i.e., not flexible. For instance, a 4-gram model will not
store all permissible combinations of four words, it will only store the combi-
nations of four words that it has seen. Therefore, a statistical language model
will often store n-grams of smaller sizes as back-off sub-models. It means that
when the data for a certain distribution (e.g., 4-grams) does not contain the 4-
gram in question, a back-off step is made to a distribution (e.g., 3-grams) for
which relatively more data is available (see Subsection 4.1.3). This is one of
the ways to try and deal with sparseness. Back-off increases the applicability
of the statistical language model at the expense of extra storage.

An important obstacle for statistical language models is sparseness . It means
that for certain distributions, such as those of 4-grams or 5-grams there is insuf-
ficient data for an accurate approximation of the real distribution. This implies
that the model will be confronted with valid sequences in which n-grams occur
that the model has not encountered before. Sparseness is unavoidable for com-
plex sequences such as sentences in natural language. We return to this topic
in Chapter 4.

Our aim is to develop a statistical language model that is able to select the best
solution among a number of alternatives. We use suffix arrays (see Section 3.5)
to implement this language model because we can use them to approach the
data flexibly (e.g., for calculating probabilities for n-grams of any size). Suf-
fix arrays allow us to look up the positions and number of occurrences of any
subsequence of the training material efficiently, enabling us to calculate prob-
abilities for any sequence (as far as it occurs in the training material). When
calculating n-grams of any size we are no longer bound by the fixed predeter-
mined maximum size. For a standard language model, we are able to determine,
on a case-by-case basis, the largest n-gram match that is still useful, i.e., that
is associated with a non-null probability.
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1.2 Alternative Sequence Selection

In the context of our research, a statistical language model is used to select
between sets of possible alternatives. The alternative that fits the statistical lan-
guage model best is selected. Note that in Latin, alter means the other one
of two. In the Dutch language, some still attach this meaning to the word
alternatief (alternative). We use the English interpretation, meaning that al-
ternative is different from the original (in Latin, alius).

As we stated earlier, statistical language models face the obstacle of sparseness.
Besides n-gram back-off, an alternative to mitigating the sparseness issue is by
using word-level annotations. These annotations provide additional informa-
tion when the statistical language model is unable to derive reliable statistics
from the words in the sequence. With annotations, we generally mean linguis-
tically motivated annotations that denote certain linguistic abstractions that can
be assigned to words, such as their morpho-syntactic function in the particular
sequence. In this way the annotation can act as a back-off. In the field of NLP
a great deal of attention is given to annotations of natural language texts. The
underlying idea of such annotations is that they help the computer with NLP
tasks, as they offer linguistically usable generalisations. In some NLP tasks,
for example, it is useful to know that a newly encountered word, for which no
statistical information is available, is probably a noun. The statistics that can
be gathered for categories such as noun are an aggregate of the statistics of all
nouns, which is likely to be useful back-off information for any new noun.

Two general classes of annotations of words in a sequence can be distinguished.
The first class is the class of human-designed annotations, where the annota-
tion is designed in advance inspired by explicit linguistic insights. The second
class is the class of machine-derived annotations. The computer uses the in-
herent structure of the text to create annotations that denote certain structures
suggested by, e.g., information-theoretical analyses. We remark that the class
of human-designed annotations is usually applied to new text using supervised
machine learning systems, i.e., incorporating linguistic knowledge in a learn-
ing system. In contrast, machine-derived annotations are applied to new text
using unsupervised machine learning systems, i.e., incorporating knowledge in
a learning system that is derived from the data only.

Several types of linguistically motivated annotations of natural language texts
exist. Two of the best known are part-of-speech tags and the grammatical parse
structure, such as dependency parses. Part-of-speech tags denote for each word
its category within the sequence based on its syntactic and/or morphological
function. Typically, these annotations are assigned by hand to a reference cor-
pus. Computer systems may be used to assist in this process (Van den Bosch
2009). From a reference corpus, usually manually annotated, automatic sys-
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tems can be trained that apply the annotations to new, previously unseen, ma-
terial.

The grammatical parse structure is an annotation that denotes the syntactic
structure of a sentence. It describes the relations between words (and groups
of words). This is contrast to part-of-speech tags which deal with the function
of a single word. As with part-of-speech tags these annotations are typically
assigned by hand to a reference corpus.

In this thesis we aim to investigate the effect of these annotations on the statis-
tical language model. We can study the effects of the annotation on alternative
sequence selections using language models. The annotation for the alternatives
can be determined relatively straightforwardly on texts for which an annota-
tion exists. In order to study the effects of the addition of an annotation, we
restrict ourselves to possible alternatives where the changes in the sequence
are localised. Thus, as a baseline evaluation method, we make local changes
to a sequence to generate the alternatives. We are then able to check whether
our language model selected the original sentence as the most likely sequence
among the alternatives.

Earlier we mentioned three problems within the task of text correction that
conform to these restrictions, viz. confusible correction, verb and noun agree-
ment correction, and prenominal adjective ordering selection. They can all be
approached by changing small, localised parts of a larger sequence. In this
thesis we do not investigate correction of errors, instead we look at the selec-
tion of the original sequence from a set of alternative sequences. With the four
other tasks mentioned, the differences between alternative sequences are much
larger, making the specific effects harder to study. For (1) automatic speech
recognition, the assignment of annotations is made difficult by the alternatives
possibly constituting completely different sentences. For (2) machine transla-
tion, the order of the words in the target sequence as well as the words to use
in the target sequence are not fixed, resulting in many possibly radically dif-
ferent alternative sequences. For (3) optical character recognition, the surface
form of the words is often malformed making the assignment of annotations
difficult to do, prior to correction of the OCR-ed text. For (4) text generation,
the differences between the sequences that can be generated with the same or
a similar meaning are also not localised.

1.3 Problem Statement

As a key challenge of statistical language modeling, we identify the sparseness
problem. We identify two possible solutions to mitigate the problem. Namely,
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(1) the flexibility of the n-gram, and (2) the use of annotations. Below we
provide a summary and a line of reasoning for choosing these two.

First, we approach the issue of flexibility of language models. Often, statistical
language models split the input into equal size n-grams of words. They do so
in order to make assigning probabilities to sequences tractable. We will inves-
tigate how a flexible size of n-gram, with or without annotation, impacts the
processing of a set of alternative sequences. There will be parts in a sequence
that are more regular than other parts. In the more regular parts, it should be
possible to come closer to the ideal model, namely that of evaluating the com-
plete sequence.

Second, we approach the issue of annotations on data. For statistical language
modelling, we rely on data. If the data is insufficient we stumble into the prob-
lem of sparseness. Sometimes annotations may offer some relief. The study of
annotations is a world in itself. It contains a rich diversity of approaches. For
an adequate overview we refer to Garside et al. (1997), Kingsbury et al. (2002),
and Van Eynde (2004).

Expert-based, linguistically motivated annotations, such as part-of-speech tags
and dependency parses are learnable by a computer system when a pre-
annotated corpus is available. Once learned they can be automatically applied
to new text.

After assigning annotations to alternative sequences, the ability of the language
model to choose among alternative sequences should improve as the annota-
tions should help to access more reliable statistics.. The annotations can help
combat the effects of the sparseness problem by providing a different back-off
possibility.

The production of human-designed annotation schemes and hand-annotated
corpora are expensive in terms of expert or annotator time. The schemes and
annotated corpora can be used (and are needed) for training automatic systems
that apply those annotations. To resolve these practical issues, machine-derived
(or unsupervised) annotation schemes and the corresponding automatically an-
notated corpora may provide some relief. They can be seen as an alternative to
human-designed annotations.

Based on the above observations, our problem statement (PS) consists of two
parts (PS 1 and PS 2). They read as follows.

Problem Statement 1. (Flexibility) Is it helpful to create a statistical lan-
guage model that is flexible, i.e., not fixed in advance, with regards to the n-
gram size, for adequately handling the problem of sparseness?

Problem Statement 2. (Annotations) Do linguistically motivated annotations
and their automatically generated counterparts provide information that can
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be successfully used as a back-off step to handle sparseness? Does alleviating
sparseness in this way increase performance on alternative-sequence-selection
tasks?

1.4 Research Questions

To answer the two-fold problem statement, we developed four research ques-
tions (RQs). To answer problem statement 1 we developed RQ1 and RQ2. To
answer problem statement 2, we developed RQ3 and RQ4. Below we provide
background and reasons for our research questions.

Flexibility

We remark that most of the current language models are not flexible; they are
frequently limited to predetermined-size n-grams. Admittedly, fixed-size n-
grams make the problem of assigning probabilities to sequences more tractable.
Limiting n helps dealing with sparseness by only examining a small part of the
sequence at hand. In our opinion, it is desirable to have a system which is more
flexible. So, we aim at a system that can deal with flexible size n-grams, i.e. a
system for which the size of the n-gram is not predetermined. Thus, our first
research question reads as follows.

Research Question 1. Is there a need to predetermine or limit the size of the
n-grams used in language models? Is there an inherent advantage or disad-
vantage to using a fixed-size n?

Some tentative considerations on RQ1 follow below. If the n-gram size is
larger, sparseness will have a greater impact. The sparseness of n-grams be-
comes more of an issue for each increase of n. If the n of the n-gram is no
longer limited to a fixed value, how do we deal with the greater sparseness of
the larger n-grams? Can we sidestep or avoid this obstacle?

When the n-gram size is too large, the calculation of the probability becomes
impossible due to sparseness. However, for each sequence the size of the n-
gram at which the calculation becomes impossible will be different. The largest
n-gram size that can be used can be determined by examining the distributions
at a position in a sequence.

Research Question 2. If the size of the n-grams is not fixed in advance, how
can we still generate comparable distributions when we select among alterna-
tive sequences?
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Annotations

To aid the computer in dealing with the task of alternative sequence selection,
the text may be used with annotation. Here we remark that, similar information
to what the annotations model is also derivable, to some extent, from the un-
annotated text given a discovery procedure. It is an open question whether we
need these annotations for a decision in alternative sequence selection. If we
assume that the information is already implicitly available in the un-annotated
text. Therefore, we will investigate whether annotations improve the perfor-
mance of the language model.

Research Question 3. Is there a benefit to including annotations in the lan-
guage model, measured as a better performance on alternative sequence selec-
tion tasks?

Research Question 4. Is there a difference in performance on alternative se-
quence selection tasks when using human-designed annotations compared to
machine-generated annotations?

machine-derived annotations may provide a level of abstraction similar to lin-
guistically motivated ones.. It makes information explicit that is already im-
plicitly available in the data. By contrasting the two types of annotations we
will examine the differences. Appropriate answers to these four RQs will help
us to answer both PS1 and PS2.

1.5 Research Methodology

The thesis investigates how we can make language models flexible with regards
to (a) not predetermining the size of the n-gram and (b) supporting annotations.
We focus on three key issues of this flexibility: (1) the impact of a flexible-
size n-gram-based language model, (2) the impact on the back-off capabilities
of a language model with respect to added annotation information, and (3)
contrasting the difference between using manually created annotations versus
machine-derived annotations.

This section outlines the research methodology that describes the approach
we have used for answering PS1 and PS2. The methodology consists of four
parts, viz. literature review and analysis, designing and using an experimental
platform, measuring the effects of flexibility, and evaluation. They are briefly
discussed in the subsections below.
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Literature Review and Analysis

Literature review is at the base of our research into language models for al-
ternative sequence selection. The literature review concentrates on: (1) liter-
ature on language modelling, specifically n-gram-based language modelling
(we will also mention other types of language models); (2) literature on the
essential tasks for which we use alternative sequence selection; (3) literature
on manually created annotations and machine-derived annotation schemes and
annotations.

Designing and Using an Experimental Platform

In order to deploy flexible size n-grams and annotations in language mod-
els, there is a need for a flexible experimental platform. The design, develop-
ment, and use of the platform concentrates on three key issues: (1) a separate
language-model component that is easily modified in order to change major
aspects of the language model; (2) an alternative-sequence-generation compo-
nent; and (3) a clear data model shared by all parts of the platform. We aim at
obtaining results while keeping the model as constant as possible on different
alternative-sequence-selection tasks.

Measuring the Effect of Flexibility and Annotations

Below we mention how we perform our measurements. The effects we want
to measure in order to answer the problem statements are partitioned into three
phases.

In the first phase we will introduce a flexible n-gram-based language model
(without any annotation). This model will not be tied to a predetermined size
or predetermined sizes of n-grams. We will try to scale the n-gram in order to
come closer to the ideal of evaluating the sequence as a whole. This flexible
system will be used for the three tasks of alternative sequence selection.

In the second phase we will investigate the effects of local annotations on the
performance of the three tasks. To investigate the effects of the different anno-
tations we will add them to the language model in two ways. First, we will add
human-designed assigned part-of-speech annotations. Second, we will add a
machine-derived annotation that approximates the part-of-speech annotations.

In the third phase we investigate the use of syntactic dependency annotation.
First, we will add human-designed dependency-parse annotations. Second, we
will add machine-derived annotations. The machine-derived annotations try to
establish a dependency structure automatically. The dependency structure is
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sentence-global, in the sense that the dependencies between words can span
the entire sentence.

Evaluation

We will study the effects of (1) the changes to the language model, and (2) the
changes to the data used, by evaluating the performance of three alternative-
sequence-selection tasks. The evaluation will be partitioned into three parts,
analogous to the introduction of the effects studied.

The sub-division will be as follows: (1) we evaluate the effects of variable
size n-grams without any annotation; (2) we evaluate the addition of human-
designed and machine-derived annotations at a local level; and (3) we evaluate
the addition of human-designed and machine-derived annotations at a global
level.

The evaluation is performed by investigating how well the statistical language
models predict the gold standard. From the corpus (the gold standard) we de-
rive alternative sequence sets, on which we perform a selection step using the
language model. When the model predicts the sequence that is also in the gold
standard, this is counted as correct even if the gold standard would at points be
considered incorrect upon inspection. We remark that the gold standard con-
tains very few errors.

We provide an example of the non-word error rate of a frequently used cor-
pus. In an error analysis of running text of the Reuters RVC1 corpus, Reynaert
(2005) found that 21% of all types were non-word errors. As most of these
types have low frequencies, the errors account for one error in every four hun-
dred tokens, i.e., 0.25% of the text.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

The structure of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 1, we introduce the reader
to the topic and provide the essential elements for our investigation. Moreover,
we formulate two problem statements with each two research questions and we
outline our research methodology.

In Chapter 2, we describe three problems that serve our investigation through-
out the thesis. The three alternative-sequence-selection problems are used to
study the impact of several design choices for the language model. In Chap-
ter 3, we introduce the experimental setup that we use throughout the thesis.
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In Chapter 4, the first language-model type is discussed. We examine a lan-
guage model which is not limited in the size of the n-gram used. The language
model is employed without any annotation. We try to answer RQ1 and RQ2,
and thereby PS1. Chapter 5 deals with the second language-model type. The
language models belonging to this type are enriched with local annotations
dependent on the local context of the word. This chapter provides partial an-
swers to RQ3 and RQ4, on the basis of which we address PS2. In Chapter 6
we discuss the third type of language models. They are enriched with annota-
tions dependent on a global context. This chapter provides additional answers
to RQ3 and RQ4, on the basis of which we address PS2.

In Chapter 7 we provide answers to the RQs, to PS1 and PS2 and formulate
our conclusions. Furthermore, we describe future work that can be pursued on
the basis of this thesis.





Chapter 2

Three Alternative Selection
Problems

The thesis focusses on three alternative selection problems. The three alter-
native selection problems are taken from the domain of text correction. Our
choice is guided by the expectation that the solutions to these problems require
only a localised change to the structure of the sequence in order to make the
sequence correct. The three problems allow us to study the effects of changes
to the model on a set of well-understood and studied issues.

The chapter introduces the three problems. Each of them provides a different
element in our investigation. In Section 2.1 we describe the problem of con-
fusibles. In Section 2.2 we discuss the problem of verb and noun agreement.
Then, in Section 2.3 we treat the problem of prenominal adjective ordering.

2.1 Confusibles

The confusible problem deals with the detection and correction of confusibles.
A confusible occurs when a word is confused with a different word which is
incorrect within the given context. Confusible errors are quite common. There
are a number of different approaches to identify confusible sets (see Subsec-
tion 2.1.1). They are described in this section together with several approaches
to handle the selection of the correct element within the elements of the con-
fusible set (see Subsection 2.1.2). Within the context of this thesis we will
restrict ourselves to the confusible sets as used by Golding and Roth (1999).
These confusible sets have been used in many experiments and publications.
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They allow us to study the effects of making language models more flexible
with regards to (1) the n-gram size and (2) the presence or absence of annota-
tions.

The use of a predefined set of confusibles has as a consequence that identifica-
tion of confusibles is not considered as part of the problem under investigation.
For investigations of the identification of confusibles we refer to an article pub-
lished by Huang and Powers (2001).

Several forms of relatedness give rise to confusible sets. A confusible set is
typically quite small (consisting of two or three elements). In the literature
we found four forms of relatedness. A word can be related by sound, similar
writing, keyboard proximity, and similar meaning. For instance, when word
forms are homophonic, they often tend to become confused in writing (cf. the
pronunciations of to , too , and two; affect and effect ; or there , their , and they’re
in English) (cf. Sandra et al. 2001, Van den Bosch et al. 2007).

Below we briefly discuss a confusible set taken from the list by Golding and
Roth (1999). We consider its relations with other areas of research, and mention
two facets of the problem. Our example is the set {then, than}. This confusible
set accounts for a part of confusible errors mostly made by non-native speak-
ers of English. A straightforward erroneous example using this set is given in
Example 1.

Example 1. * The cat is smaller then the dog.

In Example 1, the only possible correction is replacing then by the word than .
The error can only be corrected by looking at the sentential context.

The confusible problem can be seen as a specialised form of the all-word pre-
diction task (Van den Bosch 2006a). In all-word prediction, the task is to pre-
dict the next word in a sequence or the word that should be inserted in a gap
in a sequence. A unique characteristic of the word prediction task, compared
to many other natural language tasks, is that real-world training examples are
abundant. Any digitally available text can be used as training material.

Confusibles are an active area of research. Many different approaches
have been proposed. The approaches largely differ in two facets: (1) the
identification of possible confusible sets, and (2) the selection of the correct
alternative given a confusible set. Selection between members of a confusible
set (i.e., alternatives) in the context given leads directly to correction if the
selected alternative is different from the original. We discuss both facets sepa-
rately below.
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2.1.1 Identification of Confusible Sets

An important step in the approach to identify confusibles is the definition of
possible confusible sets. Each possible confusible set represents a set of words
which account for a part of the errors in a sequence. For the identification of
such sets we distinguish two approaches: (1) the manual selection of confusible
sets, such as done by Golding and Roth (1999), and (2) the automatic creation
of confusible sets based on a similarity metric such as in Huang and Powers
(2001).

Two Identification Approaches

The first identification approach1 of confusible sets is by Golding and Roth
(1999) who wrote a seminal work on confusible correction. Their main con-
tribution is a classification-based system for spelling correction. Their point of
departure was the manual creation of confusible sets. They used 21 different
confusible sets taken from the introduction of a dictionary in three different
categories of confusion: (1) closeness in phonetic distance, (2) closeness in
spelling distance, and (3) relatedness in meaning2. We remark that the notion
of closeness implicitly defines the notion of distance. The distance between the
surface form of words and the distance between the representation of words3

can be expressed by the Levenshtein (1966) distance metric.

A different focus is proposed by Banko and Brill (2001). They only studied
the effects on two confusible sets: (1) {then, than}, and (2) {among, between}.
They used the corresponding confusible task, and employed it to study the
effects of scaling to large training corpora.

The second identification approach is by Huang and Powers (2001) who pri-
marily identified confusible sets that are close in measurable distance. They
computed the distance between words using two representations: (1) the dis-
tance on the keyboard between words, and (2) the distance between words
when represented using a phonetic representation. For both these representa-
tions they modelled the insertion, deletion, and substitution operations. An ex-
ample for the keyboard proximity (we refer here to a qwerty-type keyboard)
would be that the letter d might be replaced by the letters s, w, e, r, f, v, c , or x .
Huang and Powers (2001) also identified a third type of confusibles, namely (3)
suspect words (errors) made by second language learners (found in databases

1 Which is not really an identification approach as it used a static, human-defined list of confusible
sets.
2 We note that there is some overlap between categories. For instance {affect, effect} is close in
both phonetic and spelling distance.
3 For instance, phonological representation using the IPA alphabet.
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and corpora). All the sets of words that are identified using the metrics (1), (2),
and (3) were stored as confusible sets.

2.1.2 Selection of the Correct Member

Almost all approaches in the literature use a classifier to perform the confusible
selection step. A classifier is a machine learning system that predicts a class
based on an input vector (also known as an instance). In this case the input
is a representation of the sentential context (including the focus confusible).
Typically, a single classifier is trained for each set of confusibles.

For the selection of the correct member of an identified confusible set, a vari-
ety of different classifiers have been used in the approaches mentioned above.
Golding and Roth (1999) use a layered classifier approach. Banko and Brill
(2001) use four different selection approaches: (1) a memory-based classifier,
(2) a WINNOW-based classifier (analogous to Golding and Roth 1999), (3) a
naive-bayes-based classifier, and (4) a perceptron-based classifier. Huang and
Powers (2001) used statistics on local syntactic patterns in order to select be-
tween the elements of the confusible set.

Most work on confusibles using machine learning concentrates on hand-
selected sets of notorious confusibles. The machine learner works with train-
ing examples of contexts containing the members of the confusible set (cf.
Yarowsky 1994, Golding 1995, Mangu and Brill 1997, Wu et al. 1999, Even-
Zohar and Roth 2000, Banko and Brill 2001, Huang and Powers 2001, Van den
Bosch 2006b).

2.2 Verb and Noun Agreement

Verb and noun agreement is a classical problem in natural language processing.
It concerns the question whether a verb or a noun agrees with the rest of the
sentence. The literature on this classical problem mainly focusses on learning
English as a second language (ESL). ESL corpora are typically rich sources of
errors.

Below we discuss two aspects of this task as they occur in the literature: (1) the
identification of disagreement in the sequence (see Subsection 2.2.1), and (2)
the selection of a correct word at an identified position (see Subsection 2.2.2)
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2.2.1 Identification of Agreement

The verb and noun agreement problem deals with the congruence of verbs and
nouns in a sentence. If a noun or verb does not agree in one of its aspects
within its corresponding sentence there is an incongruence. Below we show
two examples (see Examples 2 and 3).

Example 2. * He sit at the table.

In Example 2 we show a sentence that is incongruent in the verb sit . If we
replace sit by the word sits it would result in a correct sequence. We remark that
changing the subject of the sentence to They would also be a valid correction.

Example 3. * The trees burns.

In Example 3 we show an example of a sentence that is (a) incongruent in the
noun trees , or (b) incongruent in the verb burns . If we replace trees by the word
tree it would result in a correct sequence. Changing the verb to burn would also
result in a correct sequence.

Six Identification Approaches

Many different approaches to correcting the verbs and nouns with the goal of
making the sequence congruent have been examined. Below we briefly discuss
six approaches to identifying incongruence: (1) the n-gram-based approach,
(2) the mutual-information-based approach, (3) the semantic-relatedness ap-
proach, (4) the canonical-form approach, (5) the labelled-sequential-patterns
approach, and (6) the rich-feature-selection approach. For each approach, we
cite a typical publication, preferably the original.

The first approach is the n-gram-based approach. One of the earliest n-gram-
based approaches is that by Mays et al. (1991). The n-gram-based approaches
use sequences of n-grams to estimate, locally, whether a different word would
fit better in that context, if that word resembled the word to be replaced. It
is mentioned by Mitton (1996) as one of the few known systems in 1996 that
attempts to handle real-word errors. Wilcox-O’Hearn et al. (2008) reconsidered
the approach and compared it with a WORDNET (Miller et al. 1990) based
approach as described by Hirst and Budanitsky (2005).

The second approach is based on Mutual Information (MI)4. Chodorow and
Leacock (2000) present ALEK, a system for detecting grammatical errors in

4 Mutual information is a measure of mutual dependence of two variables. We return to the MI
metric in detail in Subsection 5.1.3.
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text. It uses negative evidence for the combination of target words collected
from a secondary, small training corpus. Interesting is the use of the MI metric,
comparing the probability of the occurrence of bi-grams to that of the product
of the probabilities of the corresponding uni-grams. Chodorow and Leacock as-
sume that when a sequence is ungrammatical the MI metric should be negative.
Negative values occur when the co-occurrence of the bigram is very unlikely
compared to the product of the occurrences of the corresponding unigrams.
It means that normally in a running text the MI metric remains positive, but
when the metric drops to a negative value for a certain position the system has
detected a potential error and will try to replace the word in question.

The third approach is an approach based on semantic relatedness of words as
described by Hirst and Budanitsky (2005). For each word in the text that is
suspect (e.g., a noun or a verb) they investigate the existence of a semantic
relatedness between that word and its sentence. If such a relatedness is not
found, spelling variants are examined for semantic relatedness. If a variant is
related, it is suggested to the user as a possible replacement. The measure of
relatedness is based on WORDNET (Miller et al. 1990). Suspect words are all
words occurring in the text which (1) do not occur elsewhere in the text, (2) are
not part of a fixed expression, and (3) are not semantically related to the nearby
context.

The fourth approach is based on the canonical form and developed by Lee and
Seneff (2006). A sentence is stripped down to its canonical form before being
completely rebuilt. In the canonical form all articles, modals, verb auxiliaries,
and prepositions are removed, and nouns and verbs are reduced to their stems.
They create a lattice of all possibilities (i.e., all possible articles, modals, and
verb auxiliaries at each position) at all positions and then traverse the lattice
using the Viterbi (1967) algorithm. Lee and Seneff (2006) try several different
ranking strategies for re-ranking the possible alternatives including a word tri-
gram model and a parser. The parser is used with a domain specific context-free
grammar, trained on the training set. Later, Lee and Seneff (2008) focussed
specifically on verb form correction using the parser and tri-gram approach
mentioned.

The fifth approach is by Sun et al. (2007). They approach the problem of errors
in second-language-learner sequences by learning labelled sequential patterns.
Pattern discovery is done using correct and incorrect examples from Chinese-
written and Japanese-written English language corpora. These patterns repre-
sent a typical part of a type of erroneous sequence, such as <this, NNS> 5

(e.g., contained in * this books is stolen.).

5 Here, NNS is a part-of-speech tag that stands for plural noun. For part-of-speech tags NN is
often used as the tag for the nouns and NNS for the plural nouns. Examples that contain such a tag
are the Penn Treebank tagset and the CLAWS 5 tagset.
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The sixth approach is developed by Schaback and Li (2007). They use co-
occurrence, bigrams, and syntactic patterns to serve as features for a support
vector machine classifier. They outperform the systems they compare against6

through the features used on the recall7 measure. However, on precision8 Sch-
aback and Li (2007) are outperformed by all compared systems except AS-
PELL.

2.2.2 Selection of the Correct Agreement

Most approaches in the literature use a classifier to perform the selection step.
For verb and noun agreement a generative approach is also taken from time to
time. For instance, Lee and Seneff (2006) use such a generative approach.

For the selection of the correct word form for the verb or the noun, a variety
of approaches are used in the literature mentioned above. Mays et al. (1991)
perform selection by using a tri-gram model and selecting the most likely se-
quence. Chodorow and Leacock (2000) only detect errors, without selecting
a correct alternative. Hirst and Budanitsky (2005) use the same method for
selection as for detection. They order possible corrections by their semantic
relatedness and the most related possibility was selected. The selection cri-
terium that Lee and Seneff (2006) use is based on the language model used, the
best traversal through the lattice is selected as the correct sequence. Sun et al.
(2007) does not try to select a correction candidate. Schaback and Li (2007)
uses a support vector machine classifier to select a correction candidate.

2.3 Prenominal Adjective Ordering

Prenominal adjective ordering is a problem that has been mostly studied in the
linguistics literature. The ordering of the prenominal adjectives is important
for the fluency of the resulting sentence. As such it is an interesting candi-
date for computational approaches. Naı̈ve computational attempts (e.g., using
a simple bigram model) already attain a fairly high performance of around
75% prediction accuracy on newspaper texts. Malouf (2000) has improved this
result to around 92% by adequately putting partial orderings to use. The per-

6 Schaback and Li (2007) compare their system to the following systems: MS WORD, ASPELL,
HUNSPELL, FST, and GOOGLE. We remark that ASPELL does not take context into account, so it
is not surprising that it is outperformed.
7 Recall is used to measure the coverage of a system. In this case it denotes the percentage of
faults present in the data that where found by the system.
8 Precision is used to measure the correctness of a system. In this case it denotes the percentage
of correctly spotted faults compared to the total number of potential faults indicated.
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formance measures do not take into account different adjective orderings that
occur for reasons of focus or contrast, i.e., they are counted as not preferred
even if the author intended that specific ordering. In this section, we discuss
the investigation of the order (Subsection 2.3.1) and the selection procedure
(Subsection 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Investigation of the Ordering

Below we give two alternative examples of prenominal adjective orderings.
The first is preferred over the second.

Example 4. the large wooden red cabin

Example 5. ?? the red wooden large cabin

In Example 4 we see the following order: size, material, colour. In Example 5
we see: colour, material, size. A correction system should not place a hard con-
straint on these orders. In practice, some orderings are less correct, e.g., the one
shown in Example 5 is not preferred compared to Example 4. However, some
orderings are more ‘correct’ than others. Therefore, the order of prenominal
adjective modifiers is a challenge with a subtle preference system.

The investigation of the order is studied by many linguists in countries from all
over the world. Language users have their own background, culture, and taste.
Within the field of linguistics the ordering is also a debated issue.

Feist (2008) devoted his thesis to this problem of prenominal adjective order-
ing. He included a thorough overview of the relevant literature. He stated about
the literature the following.

Views on English premodifier order have varied greatly. They have
varied as to whether there are distinct positions for modifiers or a
gradience, and as to the degree and nature of variability in position.
(Feist 2008, p. 22)

For discussion of linguistic issues we refer to Feist (2008). Below we deal with
computational approaches.

2.3.2 Selection: Seven Computational Approaches

Below we discuss two studies that together contain seven computational ap-
proaches of the prenominal adjective ordering problem. Specifically, the stud-
ies try to find the best ordering of a set of (at least two) prenominal adjectives.
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This problem has most notably been studied in a computational manner by
Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou (1999), and Malouf (2000). Both publications deal
with finding evidence for orderings where the absolute best order is not known.
Still, if evidence for a possible order is found in the data it is taken into account.

Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou (1999) presented a system for ordering prenominal
modifiers. The authors propose and evaluate three different approaches to iden-
tify the sequential ordering among prenominal adjectives. They used the first
three approaches described below.

The first approach is straightforward. It deals with evidence of direct prece-
dence, of A ≺ B9. Direct evidence means that in the training material signif-
icantly more instances of A preceding B were found. If such direct evidence
is found, the decision that is supported by the evidence is made, i.e., the sys-
tem predicts the ordering that contains A ≺ B over the one where B ≺ A.
This approach was also used by Lapata and Keller (2004) who used web-based
n-grams as the underlying data.

The second approach deals with transitive evidence. In case of transitive evi-
dence of precedence, if there exists direct evidence for A ≺ B and for B ≺ C,
there is transitive evidence forA ≺ C. If such transitive evidence is found to be
statistically significant, the decision is made that is supported by the evidence.

The third approach deals with clusters of pre-modifiers. When dealing with
evidence for clusters of prenominal modifiers the system looks for evidence
of X ≺ Y ,when A ∈ X and B ∈ Y . Again, if such evidence is statistically
significant, the decision is made that is supported by the evidence.

Malouf (2000) also presents a system for ordering prenominal modifiers. Next
to the approaches by Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou (1999) as discussed above,
Malouf (2000) explored four new approaches. These four approaches are dis-
cussed below.

The fourth approach describes the use of maximum likelihood estimates of
bigrams of adjectives. This produces a system where there is both a likelihood
forA ≺ B andB ≺ A. The ordering with the highest likelihood is then chosen.

The fifth approach uses memory-based learning. In this approach a memory
based classifier is trained on morphological features of sets of adjectives, with
as class the adjective that is preceding. The prediction made by this classifier is
followed. Vandekerckhove et al. (2011) also use the memory-based approach
to model overeager abstraction for adjective ordering.

The sixth approach determines positional probabilities. This probability is cal-
culated independently for all adjectives. The ordering that gives the highest

9 Where A ≺ B stands for A precedes B.
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combined, independent probability is chosen. To clarify, if there are two adjec-
tives (A and B) then the chance of A being in the first position and B being
in the last position are multiplied independently and compared to the situation
when it is the other way around. So P (first(A))×P (last(B)) is compared with
P (last(A))× P (first(B)).

The seventh approach uses a combination of the fifth and sixth approach. A
memory-based learner is trained on both morphological and positional proba-
bility features. The classification of the learner is used as prediction.

Finally, both studies conclude that they have introduced an approach that partly
solves the problem. Malouf’s final result of 92% prediction accuracy is high for
such a task. This result can be compared to the result achieved by a naı̈ve ap-
proach as also reported by Malouf (2000). When employing a back-off bigram
model on the first one million sentences of the British National Corpus, the
model predicted the correct ordering in around 75% of the time. This leads
him to conclude the following.

. . . , machine learning techniques can be applied to a different kind
of linguistic problem with some success, even in the absence of
syntagmatic context. (Malouf 2000, p.7)

More recently Mitchell (2009) introduced an class-based ordering of prenomi-
nal modifiers. She automatically assigns each modifier a positional-class based
on its frequent positions of appearance. In the classification stage these classes
are combined to determine the best-ordering of the prenominal modifiers. The
performance of the system is 89.63%, comparable to the performance achieved
by Malouf (2000).



Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

In this chapter we describe the experimental setup for our investigations. The
setup is modular. We start by giving an overview in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2
we describe the generation of alternative sequences. The alternative sequence
generator depends on the task under investigation. In Section 3.3 we discuss the
selection between different alternative sequences. In Section 3.4 we explain the
evaluation performed after the selection process. So finally, in Section 3.5 we
give some background on suffix trees and suffix arrays. We use suffix arrays as
the underlying data structure for our language-model implementations We note
that the use of suffix arrays is not essential for the setup of the experiments, as it
only serves as a way to count sequences efficiently. However, the use of suffix
arrays has practical implications.

3.1 Flowchart of the Experiments

In this section we provide an overview of the experimental setup (see Fig-
ure 3.1). Our system consists of 13 steps (0, 1, . . . , 12). We note that in this
chapter the numbers between parentheses refer to the thirteen steps of the
flowchart. In our flowchart the ovals refer to data, and the boxes to the ac-
tions which we perform on the data (in other words: they are the programs that
we have developed or adapted). The Language-Model Environment (LME) (5,
6, 7) is the core part of the system. In the remainder of the thesis we will de-
scribe how we modify this part. In general, the steps (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and (8, 9,
10, 11, 12) remain constant over all experiments. In some situations there are
small changes (e.g., when annotations are added); they will be given explicitly
in the text. Below we describe all the steps of the setup.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart visualizing our experimental setup. Data is repre-
sented by ovals and programs are represented by boxes. All
elements of the flowchart are numbered.
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Our point of departure is the parent corpus (0). In our investigation we use the
British National Corpus (BNC) (see Leech et al. 1994). The BNC is a repre-
sentative sample of modern-day written English. It consists of some hundred
million tokens1. From the parent corpus, the system takes a test corpus (1) and
a training corpus (4). Usually the test corpus and the training corpus are both
taken from the same parent corpus in a 1 : 9 ratio (cf. Weiss and Kulikowski
1991). We use 1

10 -th of the corpus for testing and the other 9
10 -th for training.

The training part of the corpus (4) helps to build the Language-Model Envi-
ronment. The Language Model (LM) (6) is created by the Generate Language
Model (GML) program (5). In the LME, the LM (6) forms the internal input
for the Apply Language Model (ALM) program (7). The alternative lists (3) are
the external input of the ALM (7). The output is written to (8) in the form of
probability lists.

The LME will be replaced from chapter to chapter to examine the different
approaches. Here we already mention the following. In Chapter 4 we replace
this part by n-gram-based language models which are flexible in the size of
the n-grams. In the subsequent chapters we replace the LME by n-gram-based
language models to which annotations are added. In Chapter 5 the annotations
are locally dependent and in Chapter 6 they are more complex.

In brief, the process starts with the test corpus (1). Then we generate (2)
lists of alternatives (3). There are three different generate alternatives pro-
grams, one for each sequence selection problem. The three corresponding
generate alternatives programs (2) are discussed in detail in Section 3.2. To
run experiments on the different sequence selection problems we only have to
change the generate alternatives program (2). Below we provide an example of
the whole process for a confusible problem. For each oval in the flowchart we
give an example with a reference in square brackets.

In the examples 6 and 7 we show a straightforward example of a sentence
(Example 6) and the alternatives generated from that sentence (Example 7).
These example alternatives are based on the confusible set {then, than}. We
mark the differences in the generated alternatives by using a bold typeface. We
remark that the original sentence is also generated as an alternative.

Example 6. The pen is mightier than the sword.
[sentence in (1)]

Example 7. The pen is mightier then the sword.
The pen is mightier than the sword.

[alternatives in (3)]

1 To be precise, 111,851,659 tokens.
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When the sets of alternative sequences (3) are generated we use the ALM (7)
on it. The ALM assigns a probability to each of the alternatives. The outcomes
are saved as a list of probabilities (8). For each set of alternatives, a separate list
of probabilities is stored. For instance, a possible probability set for Example 7
is shown in Example 8. Here the first sequence has been assigned a probability
of 0.3 and the second sequence a probability of 0.6.

Example 8. The pen is mightier then the sword. . . 0.3
The pen is mightier than the sword. . . 0.6

[probabilities in (8)]

The list of alternatives (3) and the corresponding list of probabilities (8) are
used to make a selection (9). This process is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 3.3. The make selection program (9) selects the most likely sequence and
outputs this as a selection result (10). For each alternative sequence set this
selection result consists of (a) the part of the original sequence (as contained
in the corpus) that was modified and (b) the modified part of the sequence as
contained in the most likely alternative sequence. Labels for the selection are
detected automatically. For instance, in Example 7 the differences between the
sequences are then and than; they give us two selection labels as a result (i.e.,
then and than). We now look back to our example of an alternative sequence
set in Example 7 and to the (sample) probability list for the sequence set given
in Example 8. Using these probabilities for the alternative sequences the selec-
tion made would be than, as shown in Example 9.

Example 9. then . . . 0.3
than . . . 0.6←

[selection in (10)]

Finally, the selection result (10) is used by the evaluation program (11) to gen-
erate an evaluation (12). An example of such an evaluation is shown in Exam-
ple 10 (the outcome is fabricated).

Our main measurement is the accuracy score of the prediction. Our reasoning
for this is as follows. We are interested in the performance of the LME in terms
of making a correct choice from a pre-generated set of alternatives. Hence, ac-
curacy is the most precise measurement of this choice. We discuss the selection
result (10) and evaluation (12) in more detail in Section 3.4.

Example 10. Accuracy = 0.700

Having described the flowchart globally by all its constituents, we are now
ready to take a closer look at the programs. We will discuss generate alterna-
tives (2), make selection (9), and evaluate (11) in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4,
respectively.
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3.2 Alternative Sequence Generation

For each of the three problems we have built a different alternative se-
quence generator. The three alternatives generators occur on position (2) in
our flowchart, shown in Figure 3.1. The corresponding generator for each of
the problems outputs a set of alternative sequences. In Subsections 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
and 3.2.3 we describe briefly the triggers and alternative generation for each
problem.

3.2.1 Confusibles

For the confusible problem we use the 21 confusible sets as introduced by
Golding and Roth (1999). If a member of any of these sets is encountered it
triggers the alternative generation. In other words, the trigger is the occurrence
of a member of a given set of confusibles. The 21 sets and the number of times
they occur in the British National Corpus are listed in Table 3.1. The alternative
generation is shown in Example 11.

When generating alternative sequences for each member of the confusible set,
we generate all alternatives. So, if we were to encounter the word sight in the
running text three alternatives would be generated (see Example 11).

Example 11. It was a lovely sight.
It was a lovely cite.
It was a lovely site.

3.2.2 Verb and Noun Agreement

For the trigger of the verb and noun agreement problem we use the tagging as
present in the British National Corpus. When a verb or a noun is encountered, it
triggers the alternative generation. In other words, our trigger is the occurrence
of a verb tag or a noun tag. If a verb tag is encountered, we use an inflection list
for our generation process. An example verb inflection list for the verb speak
is presented in Table 3.2.

Example 12. He spoke softly.
He speak softly.
He speaks softly.
He speaken softly.
He spoken softly.
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confusible set # occurrences in BNC
accept, except 9,424 10,025
affect, effect 4,860 22,657
among, between 21,790 86,335
begin, being 7,232 84,922
cite, sight, site 288 6,352 9,612
country, county 30,962 10,667
fewer, less 2,897 37,276
I, me 663,660 122,477
its, it’s 144,047 114,105
lead, led 14,223 15,468
maybe, may be 9,541 36,539
passed, past 10,120 25,203
peace, piece 8,561 9,383
principal, principle 4,781 7,832
quiet, quite 5,969 38,836
raise, rise 6,066 10,304
than, then 139,531 149,237
their, there, they’re 223,820 295,546 22,466
weather, whether 5,787 32,735
your, you’re 117,864 34,242

Table 3.1: The confusible sets as used by Golding and Roth (1999) with
the number of the occurrences, for each element of the set (in
order), in the British National Corpus.

Form Example
base speak
infinitive to speak
third person singular speaks
past spoke
-ing participle speaking
-ed participle spoken

Table 3.2: Example of an inflection list, demonstrated by the verb speak.
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When generating alternative sequences for each verb or noun we generate the
full alternative set for the verb or noun. For a verb this means that all inflec-
tions of the verb are generated. For a noun this means that the singular and
plural form are generated. For a verb it means that an inflection list is gen-
erated with the singular and plural forms of the present tense, the past tense,
the present participle and gerund form (-ing), and the past participle (-ed). The
set of alternatives for all verbs and nouns encountered is generated using the
CELEX database as described by Baayen et al. (1993). So, if we were to en-
counter the word spoke in the running text five alternatives would be generated
(see Example 12). We remark that the alternative he speaks softly. is also a cor-
rect sentence. However, this alternative does not match the gold-standard text.
In this thesis we measure how well the alternative sequence selection system
recreates the original text, so this alternative, if selected, would be counted as
incorrect.

3.2.3 Prenominal Adjective Ordering

For the prenominal adjective ordering problem we again use the tagging as
present in the British National Corpus. When two or more subsequent prenom-
inal adjectives are encountered, the alternative generation is triggered. So, our
trigger is the occurrence of two or more subsequent prenominal adjectives, i.e.,
in front of a noun. All possible orderings are generated from the set of adjec-
tives.

In Example 13 we show a fabricated output of all alternative sequences. The
number of alternatives generated for a sequence of x adjectives is x!2.

Example 13. The large wooden red cabin.
The large red wooden cabin.
The wooden red large cabin.
The wooden large red cabin.
The red wooden large cabin.
The red large wooden cabin.

3.3 Alternative Sequence Selection

The alternative sequence selector (9), selects the sequence with the highest as-
signed probability. This program also assigns a label to the selection made.
The inputs to the make selection program are alternative lists (3) and proba-

2 Assuming all adjectives are unique, as is usually the case.
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bility lists (8). It uses the probabilities to make a selection between alternative
sequences.

The alternative sequence selector is implemented as follows: (1) the alternative
lists contain all the textual sequences, and (2) the probability lists contain only
the probabilities with the proper reference to the alternative lists. For readabil-
ity, in the examples given above, we have replaced the reference by the full text
of the sequence.

The make selection program selects the alternative sequence with the highest
probability. Based on the alternative sequence selected, the corresponding se-
lection label is automatically generated.

3.4 Alternative Sequence Evaluation

We evaluate the selection result by comparing its value to the value of the
original sequence. When the values match, the prediction is counted as correct.
When the values do not match, the prediction is counted as incorrect. We stress
that this means that sometimes predictions of correct alternative sequences are
counted as incorrect as they do not match the original input. In effect we are
measuring the ability of the system to regenerate the original sequence. As
evaluation measure we use the accuracy measure, i.e., the number of correct
predictions divided by the total number of predictions.

For determining the significance of our predictions we use McNemar’s test
(McNemar 1947). Our experiments provide predictions on the same series of
alternative sequence sets. Using McNemar’s test we can calculate the signifi-
cance of the differences between the series.

The null hypothesis of the statistical test is that both series of measurements are
taken from the same distribution. The result will clarify whether or not the null
hypothesis should be rejected. If we reject the null hypothesis we conclude that
the difference between the two compared series of predictions is significant.
Thus, McNemar’s test is a χ2 test. The formula for calculating χ2 is given in
in Equation 3.1.

χ2 =
(B − C)2

B + C
(3.1)

In the equation the values for B and C are given by the non-matching cells in a
binary confusion matrix. We give the shape of the confusion matrix (Table 3.3).
So, B and C are the counts of the elements on which both series disagree. In
the case ofB, it is the count of the number of times the first series had a positive
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Positive Negative
Positive A B A+B
Negative C D C +D

A+ C B +D N

Table 3.3: A table showing the binary confusion matrix as used for ap-
plying McNemar’s test. From top to bottom we show positive
and negative items from the first series. From left to right we
show the matching positive and negative items from the second
series.

outcome and the second series a negative outcome. In the case of C it is the
other way around. For the calculations we use the R package (R Development
Core Team 2010).

3.5 Data Structures Used

In this section we motivate our preference for suffix arrays. In most language
models straightforward hash tables are used (cf. Stolcke 2002). A hash table
is an array with {key, value} pairs where the key is translated into an index
on the array by a linear-time hashing function. A suffix tree is a tree-like data
structure that stores all the suffixes of a sequence as paths from the root to a
leaf. A suffix arrays is an arrays of all, (lexically) sorted, suffixes of a sequence.

Below we briefly review the historical development from hash table to suf-
fix array. The idea of using suffix trees and suffix arrays is a spin-off from
Zobrist’s ideas on hash tables. Zobrist (1970) used a hashing function based
on the content of a game-tree3. In game playing, new ideas and applications
of hash tables were further developed in Warnock and Wendroff (1988). They
called their tables search tables . Parallel to this development there was ongoing
work on tries and indexing. Starting with the concept of tries as described by
Knuth (1973, p. 492), concepts such as suffix trees as described by Ukkonen
(1995) were developed. These suffix trees in turn lead to the development of
a more efficient data structure (in terms of memory use), the suffix array, as
introduced by Manber and Myers (1990).

In implementations of statistical language models, suffix trees and suffix arrays
can be used for the underlying data structure (cf. Yamamoto and Church 2001,
Geertzen 2003). In typical models we see hash tables with stored probabilities
assigned to a key, i.e., an n-gram (cf. Stolcke 2002). Hash tables (Zobrist 1970)
store a single value for a key, for instance, a probability for an n-gram.

3 In the case of Zobrist (1970) these are game-trees for the game of chess.
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Suffix trees and suffix arrays provide access to counts and positions of all sub-
sequences, i.e., any subsequence of any length of the training data. We observe
that suffix trees are mainly used within bioinformatics, where they facilitate
counting subsequences. In language models, suffix trees play a subordinate
role, since they: (1) use more storage than a singular hash, and (2) are complex
in relation to their use.

For our language-model implementations, we use suffix arrays as the under-
lying data structure. Suffix arrays have been proposed more recently and are
strongly related to the applications of the suffix trees. For the suffix array and
the suffix tree, the underlying approach to the data is rather different. As will
be described below, the common property is that both data structures provide a
searchable access to all suffixes of a sequence.

For a proper explanation we use the following. For hash tables we refer to
the literature (Zobrist 1970, Knuth 1973, Baase and Gelder 2000, and Stolcke
2002, p. 513–558), for search tables to Warnock and Wendroff (1988), and for
tries to Knuth (1973, p.492). Below, we explain suffix trees in Subsection 3.5.1,
followed by suffix arrays in Subsection 3.5.2, and enhanced suffix arrays in
Subsection 3.5.3.

3.5.1 Suffix Trees

A suffix tree is a tree-like data structure that stores all suffixes of the sequence.
In our example, we use the word robot . In robot there are five character suf-
fixes: {t, ot, bot, obot, robot}. A suffix is a subsequence of which the last ele-
ment is also the last element of the input sequence. When displaying a suffix
tree we use a trie as data structure and the alphabetical order as in Figure 3.2.
The suffix tree is built in such a way that every path from the root of the tree
to its leaves represents a single suffix. The leaves of the suffix tree contain an
index back to the start of the suffix in the input sequence. We represent indices
by numbers that start at 0. An example for the string robot is shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. The values in the leaves of the suffix tree point back to the index of the
place in the string where the suffix starts.

Suffix trees are a well-known data structure with many applications in natural
language processing (specifically string processing) and other fields such as
bioinformatics. We mention three applications:

1. With suffix trees we can search for a query sequence in O(m) time,
where m is the length of the query, the results are (a) the existence of
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Figure 3.4: Suffix tree counting example for robot . The pattern searched
is o .

the query, (b) the positions of the query in the sequence, and (c) the
number of occurrences in the sequence4.

2. We can find the longest repeated subsequence efficiently.

3. We can find the shortest substrings that occur only once.

Suffix trees can be constructed in linear time with regards to the length of
the input. The state-of-the-art algorithm for the online linear-time construction
of suffix trees was introduced by Ukkonen (1995). Later on, Gusfield (1997)
explained this construction algorithm more clearly.

A well constructed suffix tree can be used to find the number of occurrences of
substrings efficiently. To count the number of occurrences the tree is traversed
from the root node following the path indicated by the query to a node in the
tree. At that point we count the number of leaves under that node5. This is
illustrated for the robot example with the query o in Figure 3.4. The number
of leaves under the path for o is two, with suffix index 1 and 3.

There are efficient implementations available on the internet. A representative
example of such an efficient implementation is by Van Zaanen (2010), who

4 Provided this extra bit of information is stored at construction time.
5 We note that for this application we would store this information in the nodes itself, speeding up
this step significantly.
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implemented Ukkonen (1995)’s algorithm for building suffix trees, in template-
based C++.

3.5.2 Suffix Arrays

In the 1990s, a data structure related to suffix trees called a suffix array was
developed for operations on sequential data. Manber and Myers (1990) intro-
duced the concept of a suffix array. The data structure underlying suffix arrays
deviates considerably from that of suffix trees. The development of suffix ar-
rays is motivated by more efficient use of memory. As a side comment, we
remark that storing and reading in a suffix array from disk is also more straight-
forward than reading in a suffix tree.

Suffix arrays are related to suffix trees in two ways: (1) a suffix tree can be
converted to a suffix array in linear time, and (2) suffix arrays can support the
same operations as suffix trees.

A suffix array is an ordered list of all suffixes in a sequence. The suffixes are
typically ordered alphabetically. Obviously, storing all suffixes as separate se-
quences is rather inefficient, e.g., for storing all n suffixes of a sequence of
length n it needs 1

2 × (n+n2) memory. Therefore, only a list of indices on the
original input sequence is stored, denoting the positions in which the suffixes
start. In Figure 3.5, we illustrate the way of storing by the example suffix array
for robot , including indices on the original sequence.

An interesting aspect of suffix arrays is that suffixes that share a common prefix
are grouped together in the array. It means that the suffix array can be used to
locate the position and number of all infixes of an input sequence. It is done
by finding all suffixes that start with the given infix. Since they are grouped
together, they can be found efficiently.

Suffix arrays have much lower memory requirements than suffix trees. The
worst case memory usage of a suffix tree is Θ(m|Σ|)6 with m the length of
the sequence and Σ the alphabet. In contrast, suffix arrays are Θ(m) in their
memory utilisation, regardless of the alphabet |Σ|.

Building a suffix array using a regular sorting algorithm takes Θ(n2 log n)
time, where n is the length of the input. Typical sorting algorithms use

6 When using the notation Θ we refer to the worst-case complexity or space utilisation of an
algorithm, conversely O (big O) denotes the average case complexity or space utilisation. This is
analogous to the literature (Knuth 1973, Baase and Gelder 2000).
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Figure 3.5: Suffix array example for robot . The index blocks form the suf-
fix array. The arrows denote the pointers to the original, in-
dexed input sequence (robot). Left of the suffix array we have
listed the suffices.

Θ(n log n) time to sort a sequence7. However the sorting of the prefixes of
the suffixes can depend on multiple consecutive positions in the original input.
This means that we have to perform sequence comparison which may need
symbol comparisons of at most n positions. It results in a naive construction
time of Θ(n2 log n) for a sequence of length n.

During recent years, many sorting algorithms have been developed that can
construct a suffix array more efficiently with respect to time requirements. The
fastest algorithms run in O(n) time. They build a suffix tree first (which can be
done in linear time) and then obtain the sorted suffixes by a one-pass traversal
of the suffix tree. However, these algorithms need a working space of at least
15× n (see Manzini and Ferragina 2004).

We remark that Manzini and Ferragina (2004) also proposed a reasonably fast
algorithm that needs a working space of only 5 × n. The reasonable fast al-
gorithm works by partially sorting the array into buckets of which the suffixes
start with the same x tokens and afterwards sorting each of these buckets with
a blind trie. This strategy is called deep-shallow sort.

7 Typical fast sorting algorithms such as mergesort have a worst case complexity of Θ(n logn)
(Baase and Gelder 2000, p. 174–177). There are many other related and relevant sorting algorithms
such as bucket sort, radix sort, trie sort, etcetera. The interested reader is referred to the literature
(Knuth 1973, Baase and Gelder 2000).
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There are two issues we may encounter when using suffix arrays: (1) there
were no free, flexible implementations available8 at the time that we decided
to use suffix arrays, and (2) searching for a (sub) sequence in a suffix array is
not linear in time with regards to the pattern length, but logarithmic in time
with regards to the length of the sequence on which the suffix array was built9.
There are solutions to both issues, which we will discuss below.

Since there was no implementation available that met our needs we created
our own implementation. We used as guidelines the articles by Abouelhoda
et al. (2004) and Manzini and Ferragina (2004). We aimed at achieving a quite
flexible data structure. So, we decided to write the data structure in template-
based C++, which means that it can be applied to any sortable sequence10. As
our implementation choices are strongly biased towards reducing the memory,
we have implemented the deep-shallow sort strategy introduced by Manzini
and Ferragina (2004).

After constructing the initial array of suffixes we performed a bucket sort. For
the bucket-sort we employed the built-in sort algorithm of the STL library.
This is a quite efficient implementation using Θ(n log n) time (cf. Knuth 1973,
Baase and Gelder 2000). As we sorted to depth x the number of sequential
comparisons performed could be at most x. So, we could infer that the time
complexity of this sort is at most Θ(x×n log n). The implementation resulted
in an almost sorted list of suffixes.

To each bucket of the bucket-sorted list we then applied a blind-trie sort in turn.
For the blind-trie sort we built, from the suffixes of a single bucket, a trie. This
trie is then traversed in sorted order and the ordering of the suffixes is read-out.
This kind of trie is also known as a patricia tree (Morrison 1968).

In the suffix array it takes some O(log n) time to find a pattern due to the lack
of an index structure. Here we remark that the suffix tree is itself an index
structure. The question is: can we combine this property of the suffix tree with
the memory utilization of the suffix array somehow? The affirmative answer
leads us to the concept of enhanced suffix arrays (see Abouelhoda et al. 2004).

8 Most implementations available online pose restrictions on the size of the alphabet that is used
making them not suitable for word-based n-gram models.

9 Without an index, locating the position of a specific element of a sorted list takes Θ(logn) steps
when using binary search (Baase and Gelder 2000, p. 56-57).

10 For a considerable sorting speedup we have eliminated the bounds check from the sorting phase.
Due to this elimination the input sequence has to have a unique largest element in the last position.
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3.5.3 Enhanced Suffix Arrays

Abouelhoda et al. (2004) suggested several improvements to a plain suffix array
structure. Together, the suffix array and the improvements form the enhanced
suffix array. The enhanced suffix array enables, amongst other things, search-
ing in linear time. The extension consists of two parts: (1) a longest-common-
prefix (lcp) value table, and (2) a child table representing the implicit suffix
tree structure. Below, we discuss both in more detail. For our application, the
most important enhancement is that of the child table .

Enhancement 1: LCP

The first enhancement is the longest-common-prefix (lcp) value. The lcp value
is a positive integer that denotes the length of the common prefix of two ele-
ments. Two examples illustrate this idea. First, the lcp value of monkeys and
robot is 0. Second, the lcp value for road and robot is 2 as the longest common
prefix between the two is ro , which has length 2. This lcp value is stored for
each position in the suffix array, denoting the length of the longest common
prefix with the previous suffix in the array. We show an example of lcp values
in an array in Figure 3.6.
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SuffixIndexPosition
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ot
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t
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Figure 3.6: Suffix array longest-common-prefix example for robot .

We use the lcp values for the construction of a virtual suffix tree. For this pur-
pose we use the concept of lcp intervals . An lcp interval defines the interval
that corresponds to the range of suffixes (in the suffix array) with a specific
prefix. In Figure 3.6 the lcp value 1 indicates that the given position shares a
prefix of length 1 with the previous item. Moreover, the 1 is preceded and suc-
ceeded by lower values. Since the lcp value indicates the relation between the
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current element of the array and the preceding one, we may establish the length
of the lcp interval as 2. An interval [i . . . j], 0 ≤ i < j ≤ (n − 1) with n the
length of the sequence, is an lcp interval of the lcp value l if the following four
conditions hold:

1. lcp[i] < l

2. lcp[k] ≥ l for all k with i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ j

3. lcp[k] = l for at least one k with i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ j

4. lcp[j + 1] < l.

Below we explain the conditions.

Ad 1 Since the lcp value is l, the lcp[i] should be lower than l. Otherwise
element i− 1 would also belong to the lcp interval.

Ad 2 All elements within the lcp interval must at least share a prefix of size l.

Ad 3 There needs to be at least one element in the interval that has an lcp value
of l. Otherwise, the shared prefix of the interval would have a length
greater than l.

Ad 4 The element directly after the lcp interval does not share the prefix of
length l with the lcp interval, otherwise it would also belong to the lcp
interval.

The lcp intervals can have smaller lcp intervals embedded within them, re-
cursively. These recursive intervals have a tree structure and are called an lcp
interval tree. The lcp interval tree is implicit and has the same structure as the
suffix tree. We show the (recursive) lcp intervals of our example robot in Fig-
ure 3.7. The root lcp interval encompasses the entire suffix array. This interval
constitutes the lcp interval with lcp value 0. The root interval branches to depth
1 into four lcp intervals, viz. {bot,o,robot,t}. Of these, only the lcp interval for
o has more elements than 1, namely 2. Therefore, this specific interval branches
once more into {bot, t}.The whole structure is given in Figure 3.8.

Enhancement 2: Child Table

Using the lcp values all the lcp intervals can be computed in a single pass
(with a stack-based algorithm) over the suffix array. However, the resulting
representation does not allow us to search for a desired internal node (i.e.,
a desired pattern) efficiently. To improve the efficiency of the search we use
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Figure 3.7: Suffix array lcp intervals example for robot .
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Figure 3.8: Lcp tree example for robot . The lcp intervals can be also seen
in Figure 3.7.
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the childtable representation. The addition of a child table makes the implicit
suffixtree structure more explicit, so we can search for patterns in Θ(n) time
with regards to the pattern length.

In order to access the implicit suffixtree structure efficiently we store the jumps
through the suffix array that we need for top-down traversal of the implicit
suffix tree in an additional support array. The idea is that for each interval
we can easily determine the children of that interval (which are also intervals
themselves), and that we can do so recursively. Therefore, we need indices for
the next element of the current depth of the tree. We also need an index for the
first element of the next lcp interval one level deeper. Of course, the interval
[0 . . . n − 1] is always a valid lcp interval, giving us a start position to work
from.

An example of a regular suffix array for our example robot enhanced with the
lcp values and the child table is given in Figure 3.9. We have already shown the
corresponding lcp interval tree in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. Below we explain
the contents of next and down . Next always points to the next branch at the
same depth. For depth 1, we have four intervals (see Figure 3.7). For each first
element of each of the intervals the next value points to the first element of
the next interval. So, we find the values 1, 3, and 4. The down value points to
the first element of the second branch one level lower. Finally, we remark that
in our research only top-down tree traversal is applied. For tasks that require
bottom-up tree traversal approaches, Abouelhoda et al. (2004) have introduced
a third index, called up . The use of the up index falls beyond the scope of our
research.

The construction of the child table can be done, analogously to the lcp value
array, in a single pass over the suffix array. However, building the child table
depends on the presence of the lcp table. Therefore, two passes over the suffix
array are needed to fill the support structures that allow access to the implicit
suffixtree structure after regular construction.

From Letters to Words

We created an efficient, template based, C++ implementation of these tech-
niques, which is used throughout this thesis. We exploit this implementation to
answer queries for n-grams of words.

It is possible to construct a suffix array based on sequences of words instead
of sequences of characters. In doing so we gain the ability to answer word-
based n-gram queries more efficiently. We give an example of a suffix array
built on the short sentence The robots walk in space . The sentence contains five
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suffixes: (1) space , (2) in space , (3) walk in space , (4) robots walk in space ,
and (5) The robots walk in space . We show the suffix array in Figure 3.10.

Having described of the enhanced suffix arrays, we are ready to perform our
experiments. In Chapter 4, 5, and 6 we describe (1) the LME as applicable to
the specific situation at hand, i.e., without annotations, with part-of-speech an-
notations, and with dependency annotation, and (2) the results achieved using
that LME.





Chapter 4

Models without Annotation

This chapter describes a language-model environment (LME) that is to be char-
acterised as a model without added annotation on top of the words. Using this
straightforward LME and the corresponding LM, we investigate the flexibility
of the n-gram. This means that, we explicitly choose not to set the size of the
n-gram in advance. However, we do the comparison with fixed size n-grams in
the preliminary experiments. They are discussed in Section 4.2. In this chapter,
we examine RQ1 and RQ2 with respect to this model for the three alternative
sequence selection problems. Below we reiterate both RQs.

Research Question 1: Is there a need to predetermine or limit the
size of the n-grams used in language models? Is there an inherent
advantage or disadvantage to using a fixed-size n?

Research Question 2: If the size of the n-grams is not fixed in
advance, how can we still generate comparable distributions when
we select among alternative sequences?

The course of this chapter reads as follows. In Section 4.1 we describe n-gram
models and several of their aspects. We then discuss (1) the n-gram size, (2)
smoothing, (3) interpolation, and (4) back-off.

In Section 4.2 we report on experiments to determine variables related to the
four items discussed in Section 4.1. The experiments are performed on the con-
fusibles disambiguation task and lead to initial conclusions. These conclusions
have guided the precise design of the full range of our experiments. Based on
these experiments we introduce a new back-off method for alternative sequence
selection.
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In Section 4.3 we complement the language-model environment as described
in Chapter 3 with a precise description of the back-off. The section is brief and
only provides essential details about the experimental setup.

In Section 4.4 we describe the results of our experiments on the three alter-
native sequence selection problems. In addition to the different problems, we
investigate the influence of the flexibility in terms of the n-gram size. The re-
sults of the experiments are analysed and related to RQ1 and RQ2.

In Section 4.5 we explicitly formulate our answers to RQ1 and RQ2 for the
models without annotation. In Section 4.6 we provide a summary and our con-
clusions.

4.1 Basics of n-gram Language Models

Statistical language models (SLMs) based on n-grams assign probabilities to
sequences from a language1. Jelinek (1998) gives a detailed overview of these
models in his book. The advantage of using n-grams is that they describe the
sequences in a language in a compact representation. The main features of the
models are the simplicity of calculating the probabilities for sequences, and
their speed.

Language modelling deals with (1) determining the likelihood of a sequence
(or part of a sequence) and (2) determining the validity of a sequence (or part
of a sequence). In our research we focus on determining the likelihood of a
sequence. Since we consider alternatives for given sentences, we do not need
the concept of validity of a sequence to determine the most fitting candidate
sequence. We mention that in this thesis the phrase ‘determining the likelihood
of a sequence’ is equivalent to ‘assigning a probability to a sequence’. We
denote the probability of a sequence of n words, as assigned by the language
model (LM), as follows.

PLM (w1, . . . , wn) (4.1)

Equation 4.1 represents the ideal probability computed by the ideal language
model. However, we do not possess a perfect model of any natural language. In-
stead, we approximate the probability of the sequence. Even when using a large

1 Statistical language models are a type of grammatical language models. Roughly speaking, we
may make the following distinctions. Language models deal with the distribution of language,
grammatical models deal with the structure of language. However, the structure of language can
be expressing in n-grams, which is the basis for k-testable machines. In the literature, Adriaans
and Van Zaanen (2004), and de la Higuera (2005, 2010) give an extensive overview of the field of
grammatical inference, including k-testable machines.
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amount of training material, it is typical that not all the possible sequences in
the language are explicitly known2. For instance, assume that we are comput-
ing the occurrences of complete sentences, then it will turn out that most of
those sentences are not known3 to the model. This is the sparseness problem
described in Section 1.1. Later in this section, we describe three methods for
dealing with the sparseness problem: smoothing (see Subsection 4.1.1), inter-
polation (see Subsection 4.1.2), and back-off (see Subsection 4.1.3).

The Relation between Sparseness and n-gram Size

The relation between the sparseness problem and the n-gram size is an impor-
tant aspect in our research. One way to deal with sparseness is to model the
probability of complete sequences from the probabilities of smaller sequences.
A well-known approach is to use n-grams. They can be considered as Markov
models4 as described by Jurafsky and Martin (2000, Ch. 6). These models take
into account the probability that a word occurs in the context of the previous
n− 1 words.

Taking the product of the probabilities of all words in the sequence, with n− 1
words as context, gives us a prediction of the probability of the sequence. We
express this in the Equation 4.2.

Pn(w1, . . . , wm) =

m∏
i=1

Pn(wi|wi−(n−1), . . . , wi−1) (4.2)

We provide a clear example of using n-grams, specifically, of
using a 3-gram to calculate the probability of the word dog
given a sentential context. Instead of computing the probability
PLM (dog|The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy) we compute the prob-
ability P3(dog|the lazy). The difference between the two probabilities is as
follows. The first probability ranges over the entire sequence and the second
one is restricted to the two preceding words in its immediate context. In
SLMs based on n-grams, the assumption is that the second probability is an
adequate approximation of the first one. The approximation is shown formally
in Equation 4.3 where the probability for the word under consideration (w)

2 With infinite languages this is always the case, with finite languages this is not the case only if
the entire language is provided as training material.
3 It assumes that we are computing occurrences of natural language. There are many classes
of language, of which some contain finite languages. For finite languages it is possible to have
observed all possible sequences.
4 An English translation of one of Markov’s lectures (republished in Markov 2006) recently be-
came available, explaining the concept in Markov’s own words.
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depends solely on its occurrence compared to the previous n − 1 words
(wherein wi−(n−1) denotes the word n− 1 positions to the left of wi).

Pn(wi|wi−(n−1), . . . , wi−1) (4.3)

All n-gram-based models make predictions about the probability of a word in
a sequence based on local information bounded by n, where n is usually small
(2 to 5).

An approximation of the probabilities can be extracted from the counts of oc-
currences of n-grams in a corpus. In the uncomplicated case, probabilities are
computed by taking the relative occurrence count of the n words in sequence.
We can use such models to predict the most likely word wi following a se-
quence of n− 1 words.

When dealing with natural language, the use of n-grams with large n tends to
sparseness. Often the training data does not contain occurrences of the partic-
ular sequence of n symbols, even though the sequence in question is correct.
Alternatively, the training data might contain too few instances of the particular
sequence to estimate the probability reliably. In the first case, the probability
extracted from the training data will be zero, even though the correct prob-
ability should be non-zero (albeit smaller than the probability for observed
sequences). In the second case, the probability extracted will be unreliable.
Specifically, Good (1953) already implied that observations with low counts
may give rise to a considerable overestimation of the probability. For clarity,
we remark that a correct or valid sequence should be assigned a probability
greater than zero, and a sequence perceived to be incorrect by native speakers
a probability of zero.

We now illustrate the problem of sparseness by looking at the number of n-
grams of different sizes. Consider, for instance, the Wall Street Journal part
of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al. 1993). It consists of 1,174,170 tokens.
Of these 1 million words there are around 50 thousand distinct unigrams, 400
thousand distinct bigrams, 800 thousand distinct trigrams, 900 thousand dis-
tinct 4-grams, and also 900 thousand distinct 5-grams. We show these values
in Table 4.1. It can be observed that the growth in the number of distinct n-
grams for size n compared to size n − 1 sharply diminishes, and reaches 1.0
by n = 10. A telling example can be observed in the transition from unigrams
to bigrams. In the WSJ we observe the word chapter 77 times. However, the
short sequence the chapter is never observed, even though this is undoubtedly a
valid sequence. We note that a large part of the potential bigram space (50, 0002

words) consists of invalid combinations. However, the amount of valid combi-
nations should clearly be much larger than 397, 057. Almost all 4-grams and
5-grams occur only once. There are many valid n-grams that we do not en-
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n-gram # distinct n-grams factor
1-gram 49,152
2-gram 397,057 8.07
3-gram 787,931 1.98
4-gram 957,812 1.22
5-gram 1,011,748 1.06
6-gram 1,029,442 1.02
7-gram 1,036,625 1.01

Table 4.1: The size of the n-gram and the number of distinct n-grams of
that size. The factor is calculated by |n|

|n−1| and denotes the mul-
tiplication factor for the number of distinct n-grams of length
n, compared to distinct n-grams of length n− 1.

counter in the corpus, and therefore not in the training material. This clearly
illustrates the problem of sparseness.

A large n-gram size makes the sparseness problem worse as the number of
observations in relation to the amount of valid language sequences of length
n decreases strongly. However, it is nevertheless desirable to use an n-gram as
large as possible. The larger the accurate n-gram, the better it is able to estimate
the probability of a sequence of any length. For instance, when using unigrams,
n-grams with n = 1, no context words are taken into account when calculating
the probability. Consequently, in the sequence The quick brown fox is assigned
a lower probability than the sequence the the the the5. This is undesirable. If
we increase the size of the n-gram, effectively increasing the size of the local
context, we reduce this problem until at n = m (m being the length of the se-
quence) the context problem for computing the probabilities disappears as then
pm(w1 . . . wm) = PLM (w1 . . . wm), i.e., when approaching the ideal model.
The larger the size of the n-gram, the more accurately the language model is
able to assign a probability to a given sequence. In this scenario we assume
that there are sufficient observations of the sequence in order to make a reliable
probability estimation. In practice, this is rarely the case. We therefore prefer
to use a large size n-gram that is at the same time not so large as to cause too
much sparseness.

5 The word the is one of the most frequent words in the English language, therefore in an unigram
model it has a quite high probability. In the aforementioned Wall-Street Journal corpus it occurs
around 33 thousand times, or around one in every 50 words.
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Approaches to Reduce the Sparseness Problem

To reduce the sparseness problem we may use (1) smoothing, (2) interpolation,
and (3) back-off. We remark that the boundaries between these three categories
are vague and that many techniques can be seen to fit in more than one of them.
Chen and Goodman (1996) provide an overview of the three approaches in
many varieties. Smoothing methods redistribute the probabilities to take into
account previously unseen word sequences. For interpolation methods, distri-
butions of different order n-grams are mixed. For back-off methods, the prob-
abilities of lower-order n-grams are used when there is insufficient data for the
higher-order models. In the remainder of this section we will discuss the three
classes of methods.

4.1.1 Smoothing

The first class of methods to deal with the sparseness problem we discuss is
smoothing. Like all redistribution methods, smoothing methods assume an im-
perfect sampling of data. The methods redistribute the probabilities of the n-
grams, theoretically resulting in a distribution that fits the reality better than the
sample. Due to this redistribution a part of the new probabilities can be con-
sidered to be assigned to unseen events. Part of the probability redistribution
is caused by a shift from more frequent n-grams to less frequent n-grams in
the assigned sample. This results in all n-grams having a probability higher
than zero in the model. The smoothing method originates from biology. In this
situation a class is an observation of a certain type of animal, a common sub-
division is by species6. In biology, all potential classes are given a probability
greater than zero (cf. Good 1953). The consequence for SLMs is that when this
type of smoothing is used even invalid sequences are now assigned a probabil-
ity greater than zero. Below we discuss two specific smoothing methods out of
the class of methods, viz. add-one smoothing and Good-Turing smoothing.

Add-one smoothing is one of the earliest smoothing methods. The counts of all
the observations made during sampling are modified by adding one to them.
So, the count of an hitherto unseen element is one. This ensures that there
is always a non-zero probability assigned to a sequence. However, as clearly
explained by Gale and Church (1994) the add-one smoothing method is not
a good smoothing method in terms of the redistribution of probabilities. They
show that the add-one smoothing method can lead to errors that are several
magnitudes worse compared to real data using a test set. Additionally they
state the following.

6 It is assumed that for observing counts all potentially observed species in an area are known.
Depending on the location is more or less true.
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r Nr r∗

0 74,671,100,000 0.0000270
1 2,018,046 0.446
2 449,721 1.26
3 177,933 2.24
4 195,668 3.24
5 68,379 4.22
6 48,190 5.19
7 35,709 6.21
8 27,710 7.24
9 22,280 8.25

Table 4.2: An illustration of the effects of Good-Turing smoothing. From
Jurafsky and Martin (2000). The countsNr are bigram frequen-
cies of frequencies taken from 22 million Associated-Press bi-
grams. The third line is boldfaced as it is used in a clarifying
example in the text.

[F]or Add-One to produce reasonable estimates, it is necessary
that the ratio of unseen types to observed types and the ratio of
all types to the training sample size be equal. There is no reason
to assume such a relation between these observations. (Gale and
Church 1994, p. 6)

Good (1953) wrote a seminal work on smoothing. He introduced the smoothing
method now known as Good-Turing smoothing. It is one of the many smooth-
ing methods included in Chen and Goodman (1998). It has also been exten-
sively explained in many textbooks, e.g., Jurafsky and Martin (2000). In brief,
the smoothing method is described by the following equation:

r∗ = (r + 1)
N(r+1)

Nr
(4.4)

In Equation 4.4 r is an observed count of a distinct n-gram and r∗ is its revised
count. Nr denotes the number of distinct tokens that have been observed with
count r, this is known as the count of counts. N0 6= 0 (N0 consists of unseen
n-grams). Good (1953) estimate the number of unobserved tokens using the
size of the vocabulary (please remark that this is quite arbitrary). For unigrams
we use the size of the vocabulary; for bigrams the square of the size of the
vocabulary. For more complex models we estimate N0 analogously. We illus-
trate applying Good-Turing smoothing by an example, shown in Table 4.2. We
explain the table by running through the revised count r∗ for the n-grams that
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occur twice, i.e., for r = 2. In the example N2 = 449, 721 and N3 = 177, 933,
i.e., Nr and Nr+1. Using these values and Equation 4.4 we calculate the new,
smoothed, value r∗. Consequently, we obtain r∗ = 3× 177,933

449,721 ' 1.26. So, the
new counts for n-grams of which the count was previously 2 will now be 1.26.

For further reading we refer to Chen and Goodman (1998). They provide an ex-
cellent overview of several smoothing methods. They also give a comparison.
The smoothing methods mentioned include amongst others: additive smooth-
ing, Good-Turing smoothing, Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, Witten-Bell smooth-
ing, and absolute discounting.

4.1.2 Interpolation

Interpolation is the second class of redistribution methods to deal with the
sparseness problem. Interpolation combines probability distributions over sev-
eral different models into one. The idea is that a sparse, precise, and complex
model is supported by less sparse, less precise, and less complex models. For
instance, it is common to interpolate the probabilities of an SLM (of n grams)
by one or more SLMs of n′-grams with n′ < n. The probabilities are combined
regardless of the probability of the higher-order models7. We briefly discuss
two interpolation methods below.

The first method is linear interpolation. The probabilities of different SLMs are
combined equally. This is a straightforward interpolation of models and suffers
from many drawbacks. The most prevailing drawback is that the contribution
of the lower-order model is equal to the contribution of the higher-order model,
whereas we may expect in advance that the higher-order model is more precise.
However, the unigram model contains fewer unique n-grams than the higher-
order model (e.g., the trigram model), which implies that overall, the expected
probabilities of the unigram model are higher, and so, their contribution will be
larger (which is the reverse of what we aim for). That is, the probability space
has to be divided over more distinct n-grams.

The second method is weighted interpolation . This is also a linear interpolation
method.‘ Here, we also combine the probabilities of the SLMs involved. The
difference between linear interpolation and weighted interpolation is that in the
case of weighted interpolation the probabilities are weighted by some factor.
Typically, higher-order models have a higher weight so as to compensate for
the smaller amount of the probability space that a sequence occupies compared
to the lower-order models.

7 n-gram models are considered to be of higher-order than n− 1-gram models.
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We give an example. Assume that we have the sequence w1 w2 w3 and are
employing a trigram language model. Moreover, we assume that the sequence
has been enhanced by start-symbols so that the immediately preceding context
is defined (cf. Stolcke 2002). We then combine the probabilities as follows.

PLM (wi . . . wm) = α×
m∏
i=1

(
PLM3(wi|wi−2wi−1)

)
+ β ×

m∏
i=1

(
PLM2(wi|wi−1)

)
+ γ ×

m∏
i=1

(
PLM1(wi)

) (4.5)

In the case of linear interpolation we take as the interpolation values α =
β = γ = 1

|LM | , where |LM | represents the number of different language
models that are interpolated. For weighted interpolation we may use unequal
values, that add up to 1 so that the sum is also a probability, to weigh the SLMs
involved. In the overview article of Chen and Goodman (1998) interpolation
methods are also discussed.

4.1.3 Back-off

Back-off is a third class of redistribution methods to deal with the sparseness
problem. The essence of the back-off method is that it starts using less sparse
models as soon as the SLM is effected by sparseness too much. So, lower-
order models are used to approximate the higher-order models in cases where
the probability of the higher-order model is zero (theoretically, is smaller than
a chance epsilon, i.e., ε for cases where smoothing is also employed).

The main difference between interpolation and back-off is that for back-off
only one language model is used at a time to determine the probability for
a word w in the sequence; for interpolation all available language models are
combined to determine the probability for a wordw in the sequence. We remark
that the difference is not always so explicit as stated above. There are back-off
methods which use ideas from interpolation and vice versa (cf. deleted interpo-
lation, absolute discounting). Below we discuss two specific back-off methods:
continuous back-off and Katz. For explanations of several other back-off meth-
ods, we refer to Chen and Goodman (1998).

A straightforward back-off strategy is continuous back-off. The continuous
back-off method uses probabilities from a single model at each position of
the sequence, and prefers to use the higher-order model probabilities over the
lower-order model probabilities. Such a back-off model thus provides a step-
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w1w2w3

P3(w3|w1w2) ≤ ε?
⇓

P2(w3|w2) ≤ ε?
⇓

P1(w3)

Figure 4.1: The illustration of the working of continuous back-off.

wise back-off. This method conforms to the Katz (1987) back-off method with-
out a weighting factor (see also below). We illustrate the continuous back-off
method in Figure 4.1. One sequence is given w = w1w2w3.We examine the
back-off method for position 3, i.e., determine the probability of w3. Since we
start with a trigram model there are two possible back-off steps, viz. (1) from
trigram to bigram, and (2) from bigram to unigram. We remark that the P1(w3)
always has an answer (> 0 assuming that all words are known).

Katz (1987) introduced the so-called Katz back-off method. This is a method
applicable to n-gram SLMs. In the case where an n-gram was not seen in the
training set, one backs off to the (n− 1)-gram. The probability of the (n− 1)-
gram is modified by a factor α which is estimated based on the fraction of the
probability mass available for the not-occurring n-grams after smoothing (for
instance, after Good-Turing smoothing; this is the proportion of the probability
mass assigned to N0). The method uses Equation 4.6 to compute Pbo (Pbo is
the probability assigned by the back-off model).

Pbo(w|w−) =

{
dw− ×

C(w−...w)
C(w−) if C(w− . . . w) > k

αw− × Pbo(w|w−) otherwise
(4.6)

With w− = w−(n−1) . . . w−1. Here C(x) is the count of x; α the back-off
weight, d the smoothing factor, and k the back-off constant. The α and d are
typically determined using a smoothing method such as Good-Turing smooth-
ing, as is also done by Katz (1987).

Synchronous Back-off

In the case of alternative sequence selection the back-off methods discussed so
far have the problem of possibly comparing probabilities of different SLMs. We
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w1w2w3 v1v2v3

P3(w3|w1w2) ≤ ε? P3(v3|v1v2) ≤ ε?
⇓ ⇓

P2(w3|w2) ≤ ε? P2(v3|v2) ≤ ε?
⇓ ⇓

P1(w3) P1(v3)

Figure 4.2: The illustration of the working of continuous back-off. In this
case we show two (parallel) alternative sequences. The back-
off of the two sequences is separate.

illustrate this problem with the aid of Figure 4.2. This figure shows the usage of
the continuous back-off method discussed above for the alternative sequence
selection case. Observe that the back-off steps on the sequences w1w2w3 and
v1v2v3 are independent. So, it may occur that probabilities from different order
models are compared. Comparing the values of different order models is not
desirable. In general lower order models have a larger mass per unique n-gram
and thus a better chance to win, whereas we prefer the higher order model as it
comes closer to the ideal model.

To resolve this issue we developed a novel back-off method, called syn-
chronous back-off (Stehouwer and Van Zaanen 2009a,b, 2010c). The differ-
ence with the continuous back-off method is as follows. In the continuous
back-off method, a position in two similar sequences may be computed us-
ing probabilities of SLMs of different order (see the example in Figure 4.2).
In the synchronous back-off method probabilities of the same SLM must be
used at the same position for all alternative sequences. In the approximation,
the highest-order model is preferred, i.e., the one that has at least one non-zero
probability (i.e., ≥ ε) on one of the sequences at the position in question. We
call the highest-order model, when combined with an unrestricted n-gram sizes
the∞-gram.

For clarity, we provide an example in Figure 4.3. The difference with Fig-
ure 4.1 is that in order to have assigned probabilities to w3 and v3 the reduction
to a lower-order SLM may only happen synchronously (in the figure this is
indicated by the word ‘and’). We look at trigrams on the focus position, i.e.,
w1w2w3 and v1v2v3. If the trigram model has a non-zero probability on the
first sequence and a probability < ε on the second sequence, the synchronous
back-off method will assign the probability of the trigram model to both se-
quences. This will result in the second sequence being assigned an probability
< ε. When both have a probability < ε, a back-off to a lower-order model is
performed synchronously. This is in line with the idea that if a probability is
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w1w2w3 v1v2v3

P3(w3|w1w2) ≤ ε? and P3(v3|v1v2) ≤ ε?
⇓ ⇓

P2(w3|w2) ≤ ε? and P2(v3|v2) ≤ ε?
⇓ ⇓

P1(w3) P1(v3)

Figure 4.3: The figure illustrates the working of synchronous back-off. In
this case with two alternative sequences. The back-off of the
two sequences is linked. Only if both probabilities at a higher-
order model are smaller or equal than ε does the back-off to a
lower-order occur.

< ε and the training data sufficient, that the sequence is less likely. We assume
we observe valid language sequences much more often than invalid sequences,
i.e., when one of the alternative sequences has not been observed we assume
it to be less valid than the observed sequences. In short, it means that we have
seen evidence supporting at least one of the alternative sequences. So, all subse-
quences will be assigned a probability by the same SLM, as the same position.
This method is applicable for sets of alternative sequences for any size, i.e.,
also if there are many alternatives.

However, there is an issue with the synchronous back-off method that one has
to take into account. The method only works when comparing different alterna-
tive sequences of the same length. One situation where synchronous back-off
runs into problems is when the alternatives in the confusible set (in particular
when occurring on the focus position) contain a different number of tokens.
For example, consider the case of your (one token) versus you ’re (two tokens)8

. Also consider onto versus on to . The problem here is that for the first alter-
native, there is one token as focus position, whereas the other alternative has a
two token focus position.

We wish to note that using synchronous back-off can result in a distribution
which does not represent a proper probability. This means, it does not add up
to one. The reason is the dynamic variation of the n-gram size. Synchronous
back-off does ensure that the resulting scores9 are comparable. In this thesis

8 We remark that there is a linguistic reason to consider you ’re to be two tokens. The two parts
perform different linguistics functions in a sentence and are generally assigned a separate part-of-
speech tag.
9 We use the word score here instead of probability as, technically, it is no longer a probability.
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we investigate making a selection between alternative sequences, having com-
parable scores is sufficient for that.

4.2 Towards Flexible SLMs

In this section we describe eighteen preliminary experiments and their results
(partly published in Stehouwer and Van Zaanen 2009a). They are considered to
have an explorative nature. We hoped that their results give us insights into the
best way of performing experiments. However, we were pleasantly surprised
by the results when they showed us the strength of our novel alternative se-
quence selection with statistical language model method, called synchronous
back-off. Even early on, it was clear to us that the synchronous back-of was
an approach superior to the typical statistical language approach, at least for
alternative sequence selection.

The preliminary experiments fall outside our experimental setup as described
in Chapter 3.

In Subsection 4.2.1 we will describe the experimental setup used in these pre-
liminary experiments in detail. The results of the experiments are given to-
gether with conclusions in Subsection 4.2.2. As mentioned above the experi-
ments have shaped our work. In Subsection 4.2.3 we describe their impact on
our work.

4.2.1 Preliminaries: Experimental Setup

For the preliminary experiments a rather ad-hoc experimental setup was used.
This enabled us to obtain quick results for a better definition of the area under
investigation. The experiments were run on both Dutch and English data.

For the Dutch experiments we used the D-Coi data (Oostdijk et al. 2008) (the
Dutch language Corpus initiative) as parsed by the Alpino parser. The D-Coi
corpus consists of data from several different domains, such as Wikipedia,
books, brochures, newspapers, and websites. The Alpino parser is described
in detail by Van der Beek et al. (2001). The main results of the parser are in
the form of treebanks. At the time of writing several treebanks, as generated by
this parser, are available on the web at http://www.let.rug.nl/˜vannoord/trees/.

For the English experiments we used both the Reuters RCV1 corpus and the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) part of Penn Treebank (PTB). The Reuters corpus
is described by Lewis et al. (2004). The PTB corpus is described in detail by

http://www.let.rug.nl/~{}vannoord/trees/
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Marcus et al. (1993). In our early experiments we have used the Reuters corpus
as training material. The WSJ part of the PTB was used as test corpus.

For both sets of experiments hand-picked sets of confusibles were used. For the
Dutch experiments we used {word, wordt} (become first person and second
person singular present tense), {de, het} (the non-neuter and neuter forms of
the), {kun, kan} (can second person singular present tense, and first, second
and third person singular present tense), and {hun, hen, zij} (them, their/them,
they). For the English experiments we used {accept, except}, {affect, effect},
{extent, extend}, and {then, than}.

For the set of experiments on Dutch we only used trigrams. Six experimental
language models were employed: (1) linear interpolation, (2) weighted interpo-
lation10, (3) continuous back-off, (4) synchronous back-off, (5) add-1 smooth-
ing, and (6) Good-Turing smoothing. All six experimental language models
are based on 3-grams, i.e., in case of back-off the largest model is a trigram
model. Based on the results of these experiments we decided (a) not to focus
on interpolation11, and (b) to expand the size of the n-grams used. For English,
we describe three types of experiments, viz. 3-gram, 4-gram, and 5-gram ex-
periments.

So, for the set of experiments on English four experimental language models
were employed: (1) continuous back-off, (2) synchronous back-off, (3) add-1
smoothing, and (4) Good-Turing smoothing. These four language models were
run using 3-gram, 4-gram, and 5-gram SLMs in turn.

For these sets of experiments we used a hash-based approach to SLMs. It means
that the counts and probabilities of the n-grams were stored as values attached
to a key. In these cases such a key would be an n-gram.

4.2.2 Preliminaries: Results and Conclusions

In the experiments, predictions are made on sets of alternative sequences. Each
alternative sequence set is characterised by one of the confusible sequence sets
given above. The results were calculated as accuracy of the prediction in per-
centages. We remark that, if the system is not able to make a choice, e.g., due
to sparseness, the specific instance is counted as incorrect.

The results are listed in Tables 4.3 (Dutch) and 4.4 (English). We note that both
tables may give rise to extensive observations leading to a plethora of small
findings. However, we prefer to keep the main line of our research as given

10 We remark that the weights were set using iterative hill-climbing on a holdout set. This results
in unigrams with weight 1, bigrams with weight 138, and trigrams weight 437.
11 This decision is the reason that (1) and (2) were not used in the English experiments.
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{accept,except}
{affect,effect}

{extent,extend}
{then,than}

3-gram
cont

74.12
83.40

87
78.48

3-gram
sync

88.11
93.78

95
94.5

3-gram
add-1

74.83
87.14

95
87.02

3-gram
gt

74.83
87.14

95
87.02

4-gram
cont

62.24
72.20

72
69.20

4-gram
sync

88.11
93.36

95
94.59

4-gram
add-1

41.26
64.73

80
64.85

4-gram
gt

41.26
64.73

80
64.81

5-gram
cont

62.24
68.63

70
66.44

5-gram
sync

88.11
93.36

95
94.51

5-gram
add-1

13.99
42.74

51
37.27

5-gram
gt

13.99
42.74

51
37.27
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by PS1, PS2, and RQ1 to RQ4. From the results (both Dutch and English) we
have drawn four conclusions. They are listed below.

First, for making a decision between alternative sequences, smoothing methods
do not help to arrive at a better performance. Smoothing methods do not harm
the performance either. We stress that, when using smoothing methods, the
relative order of the probabilities between the sequences remains the same.
Thus, smoothing does not influence the decision made.

Second, as we see in Table 4.3 the weighted linear approach outperforms the
uniform linear approach on all confusible sets. We may conclude that the con-
tribution from the n-grams with large n is overruled by the probabilities of
the n-grams with smaller n in the uniform linear method. This causes a bias
towards the more frequent words, compounded by the fact that bigrams, and
unigrams even more so, are less sparse and therefore contribute more to the
total probability of the entire sequence than the trigrams do.

Third, for continuous back-off versus synchronous back-off, it is detrimental
to compare different-size n-grams on the same position in different alternative
sequences. In the case of continuous back-off, if on one of the alternatives a
lower-order model is used it will generally receive a larger score. Avoiding
to compare scores from different distributions is why synchronous back-off
works well.

Fourth, while larger n-grams have detrimental effects on the other methods,
they do not harm the robust synchronous back-off method much. They can
help if the typical context for the alternatives is different. If possible, we prefer
larger n-grams, as they provide more precise statistics.

4.2.3 Impact on our Work

As stated above, the preliminary experiments guided our further investigation.
First, they resulted in a modular approach (described in Chapter 3).

Second, the experiments showed the power of synchronous back-off. Syn-
chronous back-off avoids comparing scores from different distributions. So,
from here on, we will exclusively employ the synchronous back-off method.

4.3 Language-Model Environment

The language-model environment used in this chapter can be characterised by
two aspects: (1) the usage of unbounded size n-grams, and (2) not using an-
notations. We call the unbounded size n-grams∞-grams. All experiments are
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performed with synchronous back-off. For a proper reading we provide two
practical details that are essential for our implementation.

The first detail is that the actual implementation of synchronous back-off is a
reversed one compared to its description above. We do not start at the largest
possible n-gram and reduce its size until a probability can be assigned. Instead,
we start with the smallest size n-gram (i.e., the unigram) and step by step in-
crease the n-gram size until we can no longer assign a non-zero probability. At
that point, we use the n-grams one size smaller.

The second detail of the implementation is that we only calculate the prob-
abilities of n-grams that have some overlap with the focus position. As the
focus position contains the only difference between the generated alternatives,
n-grams that do not cover the focus position will be equal among alternatives.
Thus, the relative differences in score between the alternatives will stay the
same.

Pn(w1, . . . , wm) =

m∏
i=1

Pn(wi|wi−(n−1), . . . , wi−1) (4.7)

The probability of a sequence is assigned using Equation 4.712. The calcu-
lation of each positional probability in the sequence is done separately (see
Equation 4.8). With this equation we calculate the probability of an n-gram
at position x, i.e., the probability of part of the sequence. We perform these
calculations by looking up the counts of the relevant n-gram and corre-
sponding n − 1-gram in the suffix array. Using these counts we calculate
Pn(w|w−(n−1), . . . , w−1). By combining the positional probabilities, we de-
termine the sequential probability Pn(w1 . . . wm).

Pn(w|w−1, . . . , w−(n−1)) =
#(w−(n−1), . . . , w)

#(w−(n−1), . . . , w−1)
(4.8)

We remark that for all probability calculations we use the logarithmic values of
those probabilities as much as possible (see Equation 4.9). This prevents under-
flow of the floating point numbers used in calculating fractions and increases
the precision of the calculations. It is a well known technique and it is used in
most language model implementations, including SRILM (Stolcke 2002).

P (x)× P (y) ≡ log−1(logP (x) + logP (y)) (4.9)

12 This formula was already given above in Equation 4.2 on Page 55.
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For Equation 4.8 we need to look up the counts of n-grams. In order to be
able to produce these counts for any size n we use a suffix array to look up
the counts. The suffix array is built on the training part of the corpus after
conversion to a string where each type is mapped to a unique integer. This
conversion step speeds up the operations in the suffix array considerably, as the
basic operations on integers are faster13than the basic operations on strings. We
note that integers also use less storage than strings.

We summarize the operations performed by this version of the language-model
environment as follows. First, a suffix array data structure is built on the train-
ing part of the corpus. The training consists of plain sequences (such as natural
language sentences), i.e., material without any added annotations. Second, the
language model is applied to the set alternatives, using the formulas in Equa-
tion 4.8 and Equation 4.7. The application of the language model is done using
synchronous back-off, in order to use the largest n-gram size applicable to the
decision throughout the experiments. Finally, the output is a set of score per
set of alternative sequences. Each alternative sequence has its corresponding
score. The post-processing and evaluation is done afterwards as described in
Chapter 3.

4.4 Experiments

In this section we describe the results of the experiments as described in Chap-
ter 3. Starting with the testing material, we generate alternative sequence sets.
For each of the alternative sequence sets we assign a score to each member.
This score assignment is performed with synchronous back-off with an un-
bounded size n-gram. Subsequently, we choose the alternative with the highest
score.

If the choice coincides with the gold standard text we count the choice as cor-
rect. If it does not coincide then the system generated an incorrect choice. That
is, we assume the training and testing material to be free of errors. We may take
Reynaert’s (2005) estimate that 0.25% of all tokens in a corpus of the type we
use represent a non-word error. We take this as an indication that similar error
levels can be expected to occur for our three alternative selection tasks.

13 In particular, this statements holds true for the basic operation compare . Comparison operations
on integers are faster than comparison operations on strings. For a string these operations useO(n)
time, where n is the length of the string. For integers, these operations are done inO(1) time. Since
almost all operations on the suffix array use mainly comparisons between elements of the array we
gain speed. In particular operations concerning construction and searching for a pattern use these
comparisons.
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Figure 4.4: Learning curve for the confusible problem. Results obtained
with synchronous back-off and without annotations. Y-axis
denotes the accuracy and the X-axis the number of sentences
used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.

In our experiment we record the errors. Ideally, we may expect zero errors,
because our point of departure is the gold standard text. Since we deal with
insufficient data, the language model will make errors.

We relate the number of errors to the training size. As errors can be caused
by insufficient data, so we also investigate the effect of the amount of training
data. As a next step we interpret and analyze the results. We relate these to the
n-gram size used for making the classification.

We investigate our three alternative selection problems, viz. confusibles, verb
and noun agreement, and prenominal adjective ordering. For all three prob-
lems we report on (1) the influence of the amount of training material on the
performances, (2) the average size n-gram used, and (3) the relation between
the n-gram size used for a decision and the performance.

4.4.1 Results on Confusibles

The execution of our series of experiments on the confusibles was as follows.
In the above, we stated that we are interested in the relation between the size
of the training material and the performance. Therefore we present the results
in the form of learning curves. The learning curves start at 9, 000 sentences of
training material. The end-point of the learning is reached when 90% of the
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Figure 4.5: Occurence graph for the confusibles problem showing, for
each training set size, the number of times each n-gram size
was used in making the alternative selection. Results obtained
with synchronous back-off and without annotations. The Y-
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1-gram (100%)

2-gram (96%)

3-gram (97%)

4-gram (98%)

5+-gram (99%)

Figure 4.6: A pie chart showing how often which n-gram size was used
for the classification on the confusibles problem and the cor-
responding accuracy. The pie chart is drawn for the full size
training set.

corpus is used for training, as 10% is reserved for testing. This learning curve
is shown in Figure 4.4.
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In Figure 4.4 we see that the performance achieved roughly log-linear com-
pared to the size of the training set and near the full amount of training mate-
rial it starts to flatten. With our smallest training set (i.e., consisting of 9,000
sentences) we achieved an accuracy of 90.23%. With the full training set (i.e.,
the entire BNC minus the testing part) we achieved an accuracy of 98.19%.
Our performance can be compared to the performance achieved in the litera-
ture. Golding and Roth (1999) achieved as a best result a score of 96.6% on
the same confusible sets. Here we mention that other researchers with other
confusible sets achieve a higher score than 96.6%, cf. Van den Bosch (2006a),
Stehouwer and Van den Bosch (2009). Yet, we are not aware of any publication
with a score higher than 98% on these confusible sets. We remark that, as the
system is still increasing in performance at the end of the learning curve it is
unlikely that this is the upper limit of performance.

The size of the n-gram used for classification is also measured in our experi-
ments. Below we will report on (1) the average size of the n-grams and (2) on
the distribution of the n-gram sizes. The average size of the n-gram used for
classification increases with the amount of training material. At the smallest
training set (i.e., 9,000 sentences) the average n-gram size found by the system
is 2.1. At the largest training set the average n-gram size found by the system
is 3.1. The distribution of the n-gram sizes can be seen in Figure 4.6 where we
show a pie-chart of the number of occurrences for the n-gram sizes compared
to the performance. We observe that bigrams, trigrams and 4-grams are used in
84% of the cases. We note that the performance unigrams is as high as those
specific instances coincide with the majority class.

4.4.2 Results on Verb and Noun Agreement

The execution of our series of experiments for the verb and noun agreement
is performed analogously to the experiments in Subsection 4.4.1. The learning
curve for our results on verb and noun agreement is shown in Figure 4.7.

The performance achieved roughly log-linear compared to the size of the train-
ing set and near the full amount of training material it starts to flatten. With
our smallest training set (i.e., consisting of 9,000 sentences) we achieved an
accuracy of 55.87%. With the full training set (i.e., the entire BNC minus the
testing part) we achieved an accuracy of 80.73%. Our performance can be com-
pared to the performance achieved in the literature. On the one hand, Chodorow
and Leacock (2000) reported a classification precision of 77.9%. On the other
hand, Schaback and Li (2007) achieved a suggestion accuracy of 90% when us-
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Figure 4.7: Learning curve for the verb and noun agreement problem. Re-
sults obtained with synchronous back-off and without annota-
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1-gram (86%)

2-gram (81%)

3-gram (81%)

4-gram (80%)

5+-gram (76%)

Figure 4.9: A pie chart showing how often which n-gram size was used
for the classification on the verb and noun agreement problem
and the corresponding accuracy. The pie chart is drawn for the
full size training set.

ing their 1-best system14. So, our performance falls within the range of reported
performance in the literature even though our system consists of a generic al-
ternative sequence selector not specialized on this task.

The size of the n-gram used for classification is also measured in our experi-
ments. Below we report again on (1) the average size of the n-grams and (2)
the distribution of the n-gram sizes. The average size of the n-gram used for
classification increases with the amount of training material. At the smallest
training set (i.e., 9,000 sentences) the average n-gram size found by the system
is 1.6. At the largest training set the average n-gram size found by the system
is 2.8. The distribution of the n-gram sizes can be seen in Figure 4.8 where we
show a plot of the occurence graph of the used n-gram sizes for each training
size. We remark that the n-gram size used increases with the training size, as
one would expect. These observation are similar to the ones on the confusible
task in Subsection 4.4.1. In Figure 4.9 we relate the performance to the size
of the n-gram used for classification. We observe that bigrams, trigrams and
4-grams are used in 91% of the cases.

14 They also reported results on 2-best, 3-best, and so on systems. These systems achieved a lower
(2-best) and lower (3-best) accuracy, as the extra predictions are counted against the accuracy.
In effect, the maximum accuracy of the 2-best system is 50%. Their accuracy was measured by
comparing the output of the system to a manual correction of the error (from a list of errors, i.e.,
no error detection was performed).
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Figure 4.10: Learning curve for the prenominal adjective order problem.
Results obtained with synchronous back-off and without an-
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4.4.3 Results on Prenominal Adjective Ordering

The execution of our series of experiments for the prenominal adjective or-
dering is performed analogously to the experiments on confusibles in Subsec-
tion 4.4.1 and the experiments on verb and noun agreement in Subsection 4.4.2.
The learning curve for our results on prenominal adjective ordering is shown
in Figure 4.10.

The performance achieved roughly increases linearly compared to the log of
the size of the training set. With our smallest training set (i.e., consisting of
9,000 sentences) we achieved an accuracy of 52.94%. With the full training
set (i.e., the entire BNC minus the testing part) we achieved an accuracy of
76.59%. Our performance can be compared to the performance achieved in
the literature. Malouf (2000) achieved as a best result a score of 92% on the
same task. Malouf (2000) also achieved a prediction accuracy of 75.57% us-
ing a straightforward word trigram model. Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou (1999)
reported an achieved accuracy of 86.17% on newspaper data using a multi-
cluster model and of 75.41% using a direct evidence model. So, our results are
on the low end of the reported results in the literature. However, we performed
similarly to the other non-specialised models which Malouf (2000) and Shaw
and Hatzivassiloglou (1999) reported on, i.e., models similar to n-gram mod-
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Figure 4.11: Occurence graph for the prenominal adjective order problem
showing, for each training set size, the number of times each
n-gram size was used in making the alternative selection. Re-
sults obtained with synchronous back-off and without anno-
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Figure 4.12: A pie chart showing how often which n-gram size was used
for the classification of the prenominal adjective ordering
problem and the corresponding accuracy. The pie chart is
drawn for the full size training set.

els. Our tentative conclusion here is that prenominal adjective ordering is a task
which benefits greatly from specialised models15.

15 We have discussed these specialised models in Section 2.3.
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The size of the n-gram used for classification is also measured in our exper-
iments. Below we report on (1) the average size of the n-grams and (2) the
distribution of the n-gram sizes. The average size of the n-gram used for classi-
fication increases with the amount of training material. At the smallest training
set (i.e., 9,000 sentences) the average n-gram size found by the system is 1.57.
At the largest training set the average n-gram size found by the system is 2.8.
The distribution of the n-gram sizes can be seen in Figure 4.11 where we show
a plot of the occurence graph of the used n-gram sizes for each training size. We
remark that the n-gram size used increases with the training size, as one would
expect. In Figure 4.12 we relate the performance to the size of the n-gram used
for classification. We observe that bigrams, trigrams and 4-grams are used in
94% of the cases. In case of prenominal adjective ordering unigrams perform
particularly bad, due to the fact that with unigrams the adjecency adjectives is
not taken into account.

4.5 Answers to RQ1 and RQ2

In this chapter we investigated a language-model environment without annota-
tion that uses n-grams of unlimited size. The investigations provide a basis to
answer our research questions RQ1 and RQ2. Below we repeat RQ1 and RQ2.
They are followed by our answers.

Research Question 1: Is there a need to predetermine or limit the
size of the n-grams used in language models? Is there an inherent
advantage or disadvantage to using a fixed-size n?

In the general case we are facing an ambiguous answer: restricting the size
of the n-gram is a disadvantage, however it does not impair performance. In
the three alternative sequence selection tasks we observe that the number of
times n-grams larger than 5 are used are low. So, even though the larger size
n-gram helps, it does not occur often enough to impact performance positively.
However, restricting the size of the n-grams can be done in two ways: 1) the
size of the n-grams can be fixed ahead of time, or 2) the size of the n-grams
can be restricted based on the specific situation they occur in, as is done with
synchronous back-off.

From our preliminary results described and discussed in Section 4.2 we learn
that distributions of different sized n-grams produce incomparable scores, and
distributions of the same sized n-grams produce comparable scores. Using syn-
chronous back-off we ensure that we always generate comparable scores.

Owing to synchronous back-off we were able to show that there is no need
to predetermine and restrict the size of the n-gram in advance. However, the
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sparseness of the training data used will automatically limit the size of the
n-gram that synchronous back-off uses for decisions. The optimal size of the
n-gram used for a decision between alternative sequences can differ for each
position of each set of alternative sequences. From these observations we may
conclude that there is an advantage when the size of the n-gram us not pre-
determined.

Research Question 2: If the size of the n-grams is not fixed in
advance, how can we still generate comparable distributions when
we select among alternative sequences?

The synchronous back-off method ensures that the score of all alternatives in a
set of alternative sequences is calculated using comparable distributions. We
can generate comparable distributions by synchronizing the sizes of the n-
grams used for the calculations. This process is described in detail in Sec-
tion 4.2.

4.6 Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter we investigated a language-model environment that can be char-
acterised as a word-based language model without any additional linguistic
annotation. We focussed on increasing flexibility, and on automatically deter-
mining an optimal n-gram size to use on a position-by-position basis.

We discussed the results from the preliminary experiments. Synchronous back-
off performs a back-off step to the same order n-grams at each position within
a set of alternative sequences. Synchronous back-off avoids comparing scores
from different distributions. Using synchronous back-off leads to better alter-
native sequence selection.

The experiments performed on the three alternative selection problems led to
detailed results for the language-model environment described in this chapter.
The results are compared with respect to the n-gram size used. Here we observe
that decisions made on larger size n-grams are better. However, such large n-
grams do not occur sufficiently to increase the overall performance. More than
80% of the classifications are performed with bigrams, trigrams, or 4-grams
(as also visualized in the pie charts in Figures 4.6, 4.9, and 4.12). Specifically
in case of the confusibles problem 84% of decisions are made by bigrams,
trigrams, or 4-grams. For the verb and noun agreement problem this is the case
for 91% of decisions, and for the prenominal adjective ordering this is the case
for 94% of decisions. Yet, from the above results we may conclude that in some
cases a model using flexible sized n-grams for decisions comes closer to the
ideal model.



Chapter 5

Models with Local
Annotation

This chapter describes an LME that is to be characterised as a model with local
annotation. It means that we focus on the effect that adding such information
has on the language-model environment. Local annotation is annotation that
is added to each word in the sentence, which depends only on the word it-
self and its local context. The LME described in this chapter also includes the
aspects discussed in Chapter 4, i.e., the ∞-gram and synchronous back-off.
Using this enhanced LME and its corresponding LM we perform our experi-
ments. There are many possible types of local annotation such as named enti-
ties, part-of-speech, and morphological annotation. In this chapter we focus on
part-of-speech annotation. We examine RQ3 and RQ4 with respect to the local
annotation model for the three alternative sequence selection problems. Below
we re-iterate both RQs and remark that for this chapter ‘annotations’ refer to
‘local annotations’.

Research Question 3: Is there a benefit to including annotations
in the language model, measured as a better performance on alter-
native sequence selection tasks?

Research Question 4: Is there a difference in performance on al-
ternative sequence selection tasks when using human-designed an-
notations compared to machine-generated annotations?

The course of this chapter reads as follows. We start by describing four issues
related to part-of-speech annotations. This is done in Section 5.1.
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The spaceinwalkrobots .

article nounprep.verbnoun punct.

Figure 5.1: An example with fabricated part-of-speech tags.

In Section 5.2 we complement the language-model environment as described
in Chapter 3 with (1) a precise description of the use of human-designed part-
of-speech tags, and (2) the generation and use of machine-derived ones. This
section uses and expands the environment as described in Section 4.3. So, all
information given there still applies.

In Section 5.3 we describe our experiments on the three alternative sequence
selection problems. Next to the three problems, in this chapter we investigate
the influence of adding part-of-speech tags. Moreover, we contrast the perfor-
mance of human-designed part-of-speech tags to the performance of machine-
derived tags.

The results of the experiments are analysed with respect to RQ3 and RQ4. In
Section 5.4 we use this analysis to formulate our answers to RQ3 and RQ4s
for the models with local annotation. In Section 5.5 we provide a summary and
give our conclusions.

5.1 Part-of-Speech Annotation

A frequently used type of local annotation is part-of-speech annotation. For
each word within a sequence the tag denotes its morphosyntactic category.
The categorisation is based on the syntactic and sometimes morphological be-
haviour of the word in its context. Part-of-speech tags are generally defined by
linguists and dependent on locally word context. Typically, these annotations
are assigned by hand to a reference corpus. Each word in a sequence has such
a part-of-speech tag in a tagged corpus. For a fabricated example we refer to
Figure 5.1. The sequence The robots walk in space . is mapped to a labeling
consisting of an article, two nouns, a verb, a preposition, and a punctuation
tag.

Part-of-speech tags form a useful annotation layer supporting the linguistic
analysis of a text or a corpus. Their usefulness is in part due to the disam-
biguation of the function of a wordform, e.g., walk can be both a noun and a
verb. Sometimes, part-of-speech tags are used in the automatic analysis of a
text (e.g., by participating as a part of a pattern, cf. Sun et al. 2007). A part-
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of-speech tag can also be used as a building block to construct other, more
complex annotation layers. An example of a complex annotation layer is a syn-
tactic parse (see Charniak et al. 1996, Hall et al. 2007, Nivre et al. 2007b,
Nivre and McDonald 2008). A parse is an analysis of the syntactic structure of
a sequence.

Below, we briefly discuss (1) part-of-speech tags as defined by human ex-
perts, (2) part-of-speech tags as derived by a computer, (3) the evaluation of
the quality of computer-derived tags, and (4) the automatic assignment of part-
of-speech tags to new sequences.

5.1.1 Human-Defined Part-of-Speech Annotation

Over the years, many diverse sets of part-of-speech tags have been defined
for many different languages. Subsequently, the elements of these tagsets were
assigned manually to the words in a corpus. From the many tagsets constructed
by hand we single out three of them for discussion in this subsection: (1) the
Penn Treebank tagset (see Marcus et al. 1993), (2) the CGN tagset as used
in the Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (see Van Eynde et al. 2000, Van Eynde
2004), and (3) the CLAWS5 tagset as used in the British National Corpus (see
Leech et al. 1994).

The Penn Treebank (PTB) is a corpus consisting of full parse trees, including
part-of-speech tags, of mainly newspaper text. The PTB also contains general
English texts (Brown) and dialog texts (ATIS). Marcus et al. (1993) describe
the process of creating the tagset. It is a significantly reduced version of the
Brown corpus tagset (see Kučera and Francis 1967, Francis and Kučera 1982).
It consists of 36 part-of-speech tags and 12 other tags (i.e., for punctuation and
currency symbols). The tagset uses monolithic tags, such as NN for a proper
noun. Monolithic tags are tags that are non-divisible and that consist of one
element.

The CGN tagset for the Dutch language is developed by Van Eynde et al.
(2000). It is quite different from the Penn Treebank tagset by its modularity
and detailed tags. The tagset consists of more than three hundred different ap-
plicable1 tags, which are described in detail in Van Eynde et al. (2000) and Van
Eynde (2004). The modularity of the tagset is an important element. Modu-
larity means that a tag consists of multiple independent elements which can be
easily viewed and queried separately. An example is N(soort,ev,basis,zijd,stan) 2

1 Here, applicable refers to the way words are used in the Dutch language, e.g., diminutive and
non-neuter will not occur as a combination.
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. . . -2 -1 1 . . .
, the . of to

, 0 0 0 8 20
the 4,244 11 0 6,159 1,959
. . . . . . . 0 0 1 8 19 . . . . . .
of 218 0 0 1 0
to 570 0 0 2 2

Figure 5.2: An partial example of co-occurrence vectors. We show po-
sition -1 for the co-occurrences of the top five most frequent
words in the WSJ part of the PTB.

for a singular, basic proper noun that is non-neuter. One of the elements in this
example tag is ev (i.e., enkelvoud, which means singular). The hierarchical el-
ement at this position could also be mv (i.e., meervoud, which means plural).
Such a tagging system enables the linguist to compile statistics and search for
patterns for specific properties.

A slightly larger tagset than the Penn Treebank tagset is the CLAWS5 tagset
(Leech et al. 1994). This tagset is used in the British National Corpus. The
CLAWS5 tagset consists of 57 monolithic tags. Two examples are as follows.
First, one of the tags is AJS for a superlative adjective, e.g., best, oldest, largest,
etc. Second, one of the tags is PNP for a personal pronoun, e.g., you, them,
etc. Leech et al. (1994) describe the basic process used for tagging the British
National Corpus with these tags. This process was automatic and supervised
by linguists on a sampling of the output, an error rate of 1.5% was found on
the tagger output. We mention this tagset here as it is the tagset we employed
in our experiments (cf. Chapter 3). Our choice of this tagset follows from the
choice of our corpus, as this is the human-designed tagset for the BNC.

5.1.2 Machine-Derived Part-of-Speech Annotation

In the literature several approaches have been proposed to derive tags on se-
quences of words automatically. The derived tagsets are assumed to resemble
part-of-speech tags. Here we will discuss two approaches: (1) the clustering of

2 The annotation is as follows. N stands for a proper noun, soort stands for soortnaam (type
name), i.e., a name that is not capitalised, e.g., zondag (sunday) or maandag (monday), ev stands
for enkelvoud (singular), basis stands for the basic form of the noun, i.e., not its diminutive form,
zijd stands for zijdig (gendered), i.e., the noun has a gender (in Dutch, nouns can be gendered
or neuter; however, nouns referring to an object or a concept do not have a specific gender as
far as grammatical use is concerned), stan stands for standaard (standard), i.e., the noun uses the
standard conjugation. Van Eynde (2004) describes in detail all the possible elements of the tagset
(the article is in Dutch).
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co-occurrence vectors (Schütze 1993), and (2) graph colouring of neighbour-
hood graphs Biemann (2007).

The work by Schütze (1993) is a seminal work on the unsupervised part-of-
speech tagging. This means that the tagset and the tagging are both decided
upon by an algorithm. Schütze (1993) represents each frequent word as a
co-occurrence vector of its neighbouring frequent words. A word is defined
as frequent if its number of occurrences has passed a previously set thresh-
old. A co-occurrence vector consists of elements that are vectors themselves.
Each of these elements represents the number of occurrences of each frequent
word at a specific offset position. For instance, when the offset position is
−3, i.e., the content of the offset position −3 is compared to the frequent
word that the vector represents. To substantiate the idea, consider the sentence
The robots walk in space . If the focus position is on in , then for the offset vec-
tor −3 the value corresponding to the combination The. . . in is increased by
1. We illustrate the concept of co-occurrence vectors in Figure 5.2. Clusters
of these co-occurrence vectors then represent a single part-of-speech tag3. The
number of part-of-speech tags depends on the number of clusters found.

Biemann (2007) introduced a more recent unsupervised learning approach
to part-of-speech tagging, called CHINESE WHISPERS (the name is derived
from a children’s game). CHINESE WHISPERS is a non-deterministic graph-
colouring approach to clustering. In this approach, words are represented as
nodes, and the edges between the nodes are determined by a threshold on the
number of shared (co-occurrence) neighbours. Once a graph is constructed, all
nodes are assigned a random colour. After the construction phase the algorithm
iterates many times over all nodes in the graph. Each round this is done in a dif-
ferent, random order. When a node is visited it is assigned the majority colour
at that position based on the incoming edges and the colour of the nodes those
edges connect to. This graph-colouring algorithm is self-terminating4 and au-
tomatically determines the number of clusters used. When it terminates it has
assigned the same colour, or part-of-speech tag, to strongly-connected sub-
graphs of the neighbourhood graph. A strongly-connected subgraph is a part of
a graph of which its internal connections result in direct connections between
all vertices of the subgraph.

Machine-derived tagsets are characterised by the fact that they arise from the
data itself. The advantage is that no expensive human annotator or linguistic
researcher is needed to generate a tagging. However, it is not clear whether
such an unsupervised method is able to provide a tagging that is similar to one
obtained using a supervised method on a human-designed tagset. The evalua-

3 The clustering itself can be done with any vector-based clustering algorithm, such as k-means.
4 As soon as the difference in the labeling of the nodes between rounds is < ε the algorithm
terminates.
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tions present in the literature do not fully address this problem. We will go into
more detail on this in Subsection 5.1.3.

5.1.3 Evaluation of Machine-Derived Annotations

We start by listing two assumptions:

1. Assume that we are in possession of a set of machine-derived annotations
on a corpus.

2. Assume that the corpus is also annotated by a human-designed tagset
(e.g., part-of-speech tags).

Now the question arises, how should we evaluate the set of machine-derived
annotations?

In the literature, a common approach is qualitative analysis5 (cf. Schütze 1993),
which is mostly performed manually. However, manually looking whether a set
of words for a specific tag in a context looks right becomes quickly unfeasible
with any decent-sized corpus and it is highly subjective. So, we should attempt
to perform the evaluation automatically and objectively.

Circumventing the problems of using qualitative methods we take a quan-
titative approach to the evaluation of machine-derived part-of-speech tags.
We compare the machine-derived part-of-speech tags with the gold standard
human-designed annotation. There are two common metrics to perform such
comparisons: (1) directly comparing the machine-derived tags to the human-
designed tags in terms of shared distribution, i.e., using concepts such as pre-
cision, recall, and F-score, and (2) measuring the predictability of the human-
designed tags by the machine-derived tags in terms of the reduction in perplex-
ity.

For the first evaluation we employ the F-score measure introduced by Van Ri-
jsbergen (1979). This measure is calculated by combining the the scores for
precision and for recall. In the equations for precision and recall the terms TP ,
FP , TN , and FN stand for true positive, false positive, true negative, and
false negative, respectively. We illustrate the classes of true and false positives
and negatives in Figure 5.3. The positive class is represented as the target class
in the explanations below. This approach generalises to a multi-class problem,
where for calculating the F-score for a class that class is the positive target and
all the other classes combined are the negative target.

5 In qualitative analysis a deep, manual inspection of the material is made in order to come to
a conclusion. Qualitative analysis stands in contrast to quantitative analysis, in which case the
analysis is done based on measurable aspects.
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Negatives Positives

Classified as Positives

TN FP TP FN

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the areas that are true negatives (TN), false pos-
itives (FP), true positives (TP), and false negatives (FN). Illus-
tration adapted from Figure 1 in Reynaert (2008).

true positive An element classified correctly in the target class is a true posi-
tive.

false positive An element classified erroneously as belonging to the target
class is a false positive.

true negative An element classified correctly as not in the target class is a true
negative.

false negative An element classified erroneously as not belonging to the target
class is a false negative.

Precision (P ) defines the number of correctly identified positive examples com-
pared to the total number of positive examples identified. We show precision
in Equation 5.1.

P =
TP

TP + FP
(5.1)

Recall (R) defines the number of correct positive examples identified com-
pared to the total number of correct positive examples. We show recall in Equa-
tion 5.2.

R =
TP

TP + FN
(5.2)

We define the F-score as shown in Equation 5.3, this formula is derived from
the formula introduced by Van Rijsbergen (1979).

F =
2× P ×R
P +R

(5.3)
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Traditionally the measure F defines a weighting between precision and recall
using the parameter β. For β we will use the value 1 resulting in the harmonic
mean between precision and recall. In the equation above we show the sim-
plification resulting from removing the (effectively unused) factor β from the
formula.

The second approach was introduced by Freitag (2004) and is called
cluster–conditional tag perplexity6. The approach was also used by Biemann
(2007) to evaluate the output of his graph-based part-of-speech tagger. The
measure is based on a combination of the entropy (or Shannon information) IX
and the mutual information of the distribution of clusters and human-designed
tags MXY .

Mutual information is a measure of mutual dependence of two variables. We
define the mutual information MXY of two variables X and Y as in Equa-
tion 5.4. In Equation 5.4 P (x) is the chance of x and P (x, y) is the chance of
x and y. We note that the MI metric becomes negative if the separate probabil-
ities for x and y are much larger than the conditional probability P (x, y).

MXY =
∑
XY

P (X,Y ) log2

P (X,Y )

P (X)P (Y )
(5.4)

The mutual information metric is used in a variety of NLP investigations, from
compound extraction (Wu and Su 1993), via word association (Church and
Hanks 1990), and via parsing (Magerman and Marcus 1990), to evaluation of
unsupervised tagging (Freitag 2004).

Entropy, or Shannon information, is a measure of the inverse likelihood of a
sequence. We define the entropy IX over the variable X as in Equation 5.5.

IX = −
∑
x

P (x) log2 P (x) (5.5)

Freitag (2004) combined Equations 5.4 and 5.5, calculating the reduction of
the perplexity (R) over the set of human-designed tags (T) with respect to the
machine-derived set of annotations (C).

RTC = IT −MTC (5.6)

6 Perplexity usually refers to a measure of surprisedness when observing the data compared to
some model. In this case the surprisedness of observing one set of tags compared to another set of
tags on the same sequences.
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In effect theRTC determines the perplexity for the classification of the human-
designed tagset T (i.e., IT ) resulting from the presence of the machine-derived
annotation C measured by MTC . The perplexity for the human-designed tags
given an machine-derived annotation is a better evaluation of machine-derived
annotations than the F-score (Freitag 2004, Biemann 2007) as it more accu-
rately measures the prediction value of the annotation.

5.1.4 Applying Part-of-Speech Tags Automatically

Human-defined tagsets are not typically applied to new sequences by hand as
this is unfeasible for very large amounts of text. Typically a supervised au-
tomatic tagging system is trained on a small amount of manually tagged text
and then applied to new text automatically. Over the years several approaches
for supervised automatic tagging have been developed, we mention three of
them: (1) using a statistical model, (2) using rule induction, and (3) using a
memory-based model.

The most popular approach is using a statistical model for the assignment of
tags. Like all three approaches, the statistical model is trained on some set
of correctly-tagged training material. This approach is used in many different
taggers, such as the Xerox tagger (Cutting et al. 1992), TnT (Brants 2000), and
many others (Steetskamp 1995; Ratnaparkhi 1996; Màrquez and Padró 1997).
During training the model stores conditional probabilities of n-gram sequences
of tags and input text. After training, the choice for a specific tag is made on
the basis of all possible sequences of tags given the input sentence. Out of
these possible tags the sequence that fits the sentence, given the model, best is
chosen. For selection of the most likely path through the lattice of possibilities,
the Viterbi (1967) algorithm is generally employed. The algorithm is a dynamic
programming approach to finding the optimal path through a lattice of possible
paths where, in this case, a path describes a part-of-speech sequence.

A second approach to supervised automatic tagging is by the use of rule
induction. In the field of rule induction the learning system tries to derive a set
of rules for some task. The method developed by Brill (1992) is prototypical
for this approach on part-of-speech tagging. Brill (1992) introduced the
transformation-based learning part-of-speech tagger. In the training phase
of this approach the tagger starts with a base state of the corpus. In this
base state each word is tagged with its most frequent tag based on the
training data. Thereafter, transformation rules are learned and applied to
the tags to improve the tagging as compared to the original training data.
The most promising rule is learned first, i.e., the rule that provides for
the greatest improvement. These rules are context dependent. An example
is: change tag a to tag b when: one of the three preceding words is tagged z.
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(Brill 1992). When applying the learned ruleset to a new sentence that sentence
is first tagged with the most frequent tags for each word. After that all the
learned transformation rules are applied, in order, to the sentence in order to
produce the tagging.

The third approach is that of using a memory-based model. An example of
this approach is the MEMORY-BASED TAGGER (MBT) as described by Daele-
mans et al. (1996a,b), Zavrel and Daelemans (1999), and Van den Bosch
et al. (2007). The MEMORY-BASED TAGGER uses the TIMBL memory-based
learner (Daelemans et al. 2010) to perform the classifications. TiMBL is based
on the k-nearest neighbour approach (Cover and Hart 1967, Dudani 1976). In
the k-nearest neighbour approach all instances are loaded into memory in the
training phase; in the testing phase the distance from the new instance to all
learned instances is calculated. The k closest instances are then used for classi-
fication by using weighted voting. MBT learns memory-based taggers trained
on user-selected features. It automatically creates two taggers, one for known
words and one for unknown words. The tagger for the unknown words is based
on data of infrequent words. Zavrel and Daelemans (1999) argue that these in-
frequent words are more likely to resemble unseen words than the very frequent
words of the language.

An important advantage of memory-based learning on language-based tasks as
opposed to, for instance, a Maximum Entropy model (Guiasu and Shenitzer
1985) is that even though memory-based learning generalizes, the model does
not forget local exceptions7 (Nøklestad 2009, Section 2.5). As Daelemans et al.
(1999) argue, forgetting exceptions is harmful in natural language processing
models as language contains a large number of exceptions to the rules.

5.2 Language-Model Environment

The LME used in this chapter and its corresponding LM can be characterised
by two aspects. First, the LM is a model with unbounded n-grams (i.e., the∞-
gram) controlled with synchronous back-off. Second, the model employs an
annotation layer. The annotation layer consists of part-of-speech information.
The annotation layer is stored inline in the training data, with the annotation
directly after the word it applies to. We will perform two sets of experiments,
namely (1) with human-designed part-of-speech tags, and (2) with machine-
derived part-of-speech tags.

7 The sensitivity to local exceptions and the amount of generalisation are opposed. The balance be-
tween the two can be influenced with the k value. A larger value of k results in more generalisation
and less sensitivity to local exceptions.
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Below we describe our experimental setup. As in Chapter 4 we only cover what
differs from the description in Chapter 3. First, we discuss the human-designed
part-of-speech tags and the development of the machine-derived part-of-speech
tags in Subsection 5.2.1. Second, we discuss the evaluation of the machine-
derived part-of-speech tags in Subsection 5.2.2. Third, we consider the ap-
plication of part-of-speech tags (both human-designed and machine-derived)
to novel data, i.e., new alternative sequences in Subsection 5.2.3. Finally, we
discuss how we combine the part-of-speech tags with the sequences in Subsec-
tion 5.2.4.

5.2.1 The Part-of-Speech Tags

In our experiments we use two types of part-of-speech tags, (1) the human-
designed tagset, and (2) a machine-derived tagset.

The first type is the human-designed tagset as included in the British Na-
tional Corpus. The British National Corpus is tagged with the CLAWS5 tagset.
The process of creating the human-designed tagging is described by Leech
et al. (1994). The CLAWS5 tagset consists of 57 monolithic tags (see Subsec-
tion 5.1.1).

The second type is the machine-derived tagset. We generate the tagset using
the methods described by Schütze (1993). The method as employed consists of
four phases. They are discussed below.

In the first phase, the neighbourhood vectors are created for each word in
the vocabulary. Our vocabulary consists of the 25,000 most frequent words.
A neighbourhood vector contains the co-occurrence counts for each word in
the vocabulary for a fixed position compared to the word position. We use the
co-occurrence positions −2 until 2, i.e., 〈−2,−1,1,2〉.

In the second phase, these vectors are clustered. For clustering we use the co-
sine similarity measure instead of the Euclidian distance measure as is typical.
This means that the cosine of the angle between the two vectors is used as the
distance metric. For the clustering we employ the CLUTO clustering program
(Steinbach et al. 2000).

In the third phase, all clusters are assigned a tag, and the tags are retroactively
applied to the corpus. Each word in the corpus is assigned the tag that corre-
sponds to its cluster. We remark that due to this process each word-form gets
the same tag, i.e., a word like walk will always get the same tag.

In the fourth phase, a machine-learning classifier is used to apply the tags not
just to the most frequent 25,000 words, but to all words. In our research, we
use a MEMORY-BASED TAGGER model (see the third approach of Subsec-
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tion 5.1.4). We apply it to the untagged part of the data (i.e., all tokens not in
the 25,000 most frequent words). The result is a fully tagged corpus, with our
machine-derived part-of-speech tags.

After employing the four phases of this machine-derived part-of-speech tag-
ging algorithm we end up with two tagged corpora: (1) tagged with the human-
designed (CLAWS5) tagset, and (2) tagged with the new machine-derived
tagset. Both are used in our experiments.

5.2.2 Evaluation of Machine-Derived Tags

We evaluate the machine-derived tags in three ways, (1) we perform a qual-
itative analysis, (2) we apply a best-mapping from the machine-derived tags
to the human-designed part-of-speech tags, and (3) we calculate the cluster–
conditional tag perplexity. The result of our evaluations can be found in Sub-
section 5.3.1

For the qualitative analysis we examine the clusters of words by hand. Our aim
is to achieve some insights into the nature of the tags. We therefore look at the
list of some words (say the ten most frequent words) belonging to each cluster.

The best-mapping is created by determining for each machine-derived tag
which human-designed tag is the most likely corresponding tag. This is deter-
mined using the two tagged version of the BNC (once tagged with the machine-
derived tags, once with the human-designed ones), so how often which set
of tags co-occurs. The machine-derived tagging is then converted to the best-
matching human-designed tag. This conversion is evaluated by using the stan-
dard precision, recall, and F-score metrics.

For calculating cluster-conditional tag perplexity we compare the two sets of
tags (the human-designed tagset and the machine-derived tagset) as they are
applied to the corpus. We use the formula shown in Equation 5.6 to calculate
the measure. We also calculate the cluster-conditional tag perplexity values of
the human-designed PTB tagset compared to the human-designed BNC tagset.
We apply the PTB tagset, which is generated by an MBT-model trained on the
PTB. So, we create a frame of reference the reduction in perplexity between
two human-designed tagsets, i.e., a baseline value.

5.2.3 Part-of-Speech on New Data

When performing alternative sequence selection a set of alternatives is gener-
ated. The elements of this set do not have a part-of-speech tag after generation.
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If replacing a word by a different word takes place the part-of-speech tags may
change.

Before applying the selection process, the tagging of the alternatives is per-
formed. As in Subsection 5.1.4 (third approach) we use an MBT tagger. The
tagger is trained on the same training data as the LME and then applied to the
alternative sequences before the LME is applied to them.

5.2.4 Combining Tags and Text

When dealing with sequence classification we base the scores on flexible size
n-grams. We want these n-grams to be as large as possible while still providing
reliable statistics. In models with local annotation an n-gram can contain part-
of-speech tags. In our tagged corpus the part-of-speech tag relevant to a specific
token always occurs directly after the token.

We combine tags and text in four different ways. The five ways are listed and
explained below. We call them W, PW-wf, PW, P-wf, and W-pwf. We note
that the differences between the combination methods are sometimes subtle.
When we mention focus position in these descriptions we refer to position w0

which is the position currently in focus (as in Equation 4.2, reproduced here in
Equation 5.7 for convenience).

Pn(w1 . . . wm) =

m∏
i=1

Pn(wi|wi−(n−1), . . . , wi−1) (5.7)

For clarity we provide, for each of the five descriptions, an illustration showing
which elements are used at which position (indicated by ). Word tokens
are indicated by word, part-of-speech is abbreviated as pos.

W (Word) Our baseline, conforms to the approach described in Chapter 4.
It uses only word-tokens at all positions.

word posword pos...

0-1

word pos

-2

PW-wf (Part-of-speech Word – word focus) Using all part-of-speech tags and
all word tokens at all context positions. At the focus position we only
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employ the word token and not the part-of-speech tag.

word posword pos...

0-1

word pos

-2

PW (Part-of-speech Word) Using all part-of-speech tags and all word to-
kens at all positions including the focus position.

word posword pos...

0-1

word pos

-2

P-wf (Part-of-speech – word focus) Using only part-of-speech tags at all
positions, only word tokens at the focus position.

word posword pos...

0-1

word pos

-2

W-pwf (Word – part-of-speech word focus) Using only word tokens at all con-
text positions. At the focus position we use both the part-of-speech tags
and the word token.

word posword pos...

0-1

word pos

-2

5.3 Experiments

In this section we describe the results of the experiments for the four combina-
tion methods PW-wf, PW, P-wf, and W-pwf. We look at the results (1) when
using the human-designed tagset, i.e., the gold-standard tagging as present in
the BNC, and (2) when using the machine-derived tagset, i.e., the BNC tagged
with the tagset derived by the machine according to the methodology outlined
in Subsection 5.2.1. The result of the experimental setup is unchanged com-
pared to Chapter 4 Section 4.4.
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Before we detail our experimental results in the Subsections 5.3.2 to 5.3.4, we
first give an evaluation of the quality of the machine-derived part-of-speech
tags in Subsection 5.3.1. We describe our evaluation procedure above in Sub-
section 5.2.2. To recapitulate we perform three kinds of evaluation: (1) we will
perform a qualitative analysis, (2) we will create a best-mapping, apply it, and
report on Recall, Precision, and F-score with respect to the gold-standard, and
(3) we will report on the cluster conditional tag perplexity of the machine-
derived part of speech tagset.

5.3.1 Evaluation of Machine-Derived Part-of-Speech Tags

First we perform a brief qualitative analysis of the assigned clusters. The most
frequent tokens for the ten largest clusters are given in Table 5.1. We remark
that there is a large disparity in the sizes of the clusters. The smallest cluster
consists of 7 types with 18 occurrences, the largest cluster consists of 489 types
with 1,223,296 occurrences. We show the differences in cluster occurrences in
Figure 5.5. In contrast the differences in the tag occurrences for the human-
defined tags is shown in Figure 5.4.

In general the tokens in each cluster seem to be related. This can be clearly
seen in Table 5.1. For example, cluster #4 consists partly of past-tense verbs.
Other clusters often also show groupings. A second interesting example from
Table 5.1 is cluster 8, of which the tokens are less linguistically related. We see
a variety of tokens, such as (1) the period, (2) words as in {right, anyway, else},
and (3) nouns as in {money, tea, milk}.

Secondly, we create a mapping of each machine-derived tag to a human-
designed tag by using the most frequently co-occurring tag. By this tag-to-tag
mapping we obtain a corpus that is tagged with the human-designed tagset. We
evaluate the tagging by comparing it to the gold-standard tagset. We then cal-
culate an F-score to provide a measure for how well the mapping performs. For
the mapping of the machine-derived tags to the gold-standard human-defined
tagset of the BNC we achieve the F-score of 0.63. For the human-designed
Penn-Treebank tagset to the gold-standard tagset of the BNC achieved the F-
score of 0.69. To make the human-designed PTB tags comparable, an MBT
tagger was trained on the PTB and applied to the BNC. We sum up the mea-
surements, including the cluster conditional tag perplexity, in Table 5.2. We
note that the score achieved by the machine-derived tags is close to the score
of the PTB annotation.

Thirdly, we determined the cluster-conditional tag perplexity of the machine-
derived tagset compared to the human-designed tagset. As above, we contrast
with cluster-conditional tag perplexity of the Penn-Treebank human-designed
tagset to the BNC human-designed tagset. The machine-derived tagset has a
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tag # frequent words
1 ,, that, but, ;, when, if, then, what, an, . . .
2 not, no, only, also, now, such, being, even, still, often, . . .
3 of, to, in, for, on, at, by, from, about, into, . . .
4 was, had, came, died, suddenly, lay, goes, arrived, fell, lived, . . .
5 a, an, very, too, quite, particularly, slightly, completely, somewhat,

perfectly, . . .
6 and, or, than, both, giving, nor, increasing, finding, showing, keep-

ing, . . .
7 are, were, up, ?, will, may, ’re, er, again, . . .
8 ., right, money, else, trouble, anyway, tea, stuff, milk, mine, . . .
9 the, his, which, this, their, my, its, your, our, every, . . .

10 i, who, someone, everything, anyone, jesus, somebody, nobody,
let’s, . . .

Table 5.1: A table showing the most frequent words for each of the ten
largest clusters found by the machine-derived part-of-speech
tagging system.
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Figure 5.4: A plot showing the number of occurrences of each part-of-
speech tag in the human-defined tagging of the BNC. All tags
are ordered by number of occurrences and their number of
occurrences is shown in the graph. The y-axis is logarithmic.

cluster-conditional tag perplexity of 2.10 on the BNC human-designed tagset.
The PTB human-designed tagset has a cluster-conditional tag perplexity of
1.49 on the BNC human-designed tagset. Biemann (2006, 2007) achieved a
cluster-conditional tag perplexity with his graph-based method of 2.05 when
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Figure 5.5: A plot showing the number of occurrences of each part-of-
speech tag in the machine-derived tagging of the BNC. All
tags are ordered by number of occurrences and their number of
occurrences is shown in the graph. The y-axis is logarithmic.

F-score CCTP
machine-derived→ gold-standard 0.63 2.10
Penn-TreeBank→ gold-standard 0.69 1.49
Biemann (2006) 2.05

Table 5.2: A table showing the results of the evaluations of the machine-
derived tagset compared to the human-defined tagset. We show
the F-score achieved with the best-mapping and the cluster con-
ditional tag perplexity. Also shown in the cluster-conditional
tag perplexity score achieved by Biemann (2006, 2007).

applied to the British National Corpus, i.e., on the same corpus and compared
to the same tagset. Our unsupervised clustering is based on the method by
Schütze (1993). So, from these observations we may conclude that Schütze’s
method is still comparable in performance, in this measurement, to a state-of-
the-art machine-derived tagging system.

5.3.2 Results on Confusibles

Our series of experiments for the confusibles problem are performed analo-
gously to the series of confusible experiments in Subsection 4.4.1. We run them
for two sets of annotations and for five combination methods (W included). For
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Figure 5.6: Learning curve for the confusible problem using the human-
designed tagset. We plot all the 4 combination methods next to
the learning curve from Subsection 4.4.1. Y-axis denotes the
accuracy (ranging from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of
sentences used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.

the two annotations we use (1) the human-defined CLAWS5 tags as present in
the BNC and (2) the machine-derived tags on the BNC (see Subsection 5.2.1).

The results are presented as a set of learning curves, (Figure 5.6 shows for the
human-designed tags, and Figure 5.7 the machine-derived tags).

We note that, in both cases, the learning curve of P-wf (only tags with the
text token as focus) resulted in significantly worse performance, with a p-
value < 2.2e−168 (between W and P-wf for for the human-designed and the
machine-derived part-of-speech tags). P-wf abstracts the contextual informa-
tion (it only uses part-of-speech tags as context). PW-wf, PW, and W-pwf per-
form around the level of W, but no better than W. The differences between the
different combination methods are significant for the human-designed part-of-
speech tags, except between PW-wf and W-pwf (p-value of 0.95 according to
McNemar’s test, i.e. no significant difference). However, for the full training
set the LMEs with added human-designed part-of-speech data perform slightly
worse than the LME without (i.e., W).

For the machine-derived tags (see Figure 5.7) the differences between PW-
wf, PW, P-wf, and W are not significant, e.g. between W and PW McNemar’s
test has a p-value of 0.84. For the human-designed tags (see Figure 5.6) we

8 < 1.1e−16 is the smallest value reported by R.
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Figure 5.7: Learning curve for the confusible problem using the machine-
derived tagset. We plot all the 4 combination methods next to
the learning curve from Subsection 4.4.1. Y-axis denotes the
accuracy (ranging from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of
sentences used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.

see something interesting in the learning curves. That is, we see two methods
(PW and W-pwf) clearly9 outperforming W on small amounts of training data,
while at the same time being clearly outperformed when using large amounts of
training data10. This finding is in accordance with conclusions in the literature,
in particular Van den Bosch and Buchholz (2002) already made the argument
that part-of-speech information has less value as the training material increases
in size. Van den Bosch and Buchholz (2002) also showed that as system with-
out part-of-speech tags will be outperformed by a system using only words,
provided that sufficient training material is used.

In the Figures 5.8 and 5.9 the sizes of the n-grams used in the classification
are shown. The average size of the n-grams used in W, PW-wf, PW and W-
pwf is roughly the same. The difference between P-wf compared to the other
four methods is most pronounced in the human-designed tagset case (see Fig-
ure 5.8(d)), where the average n-gram size used for the full training set is as
large as 5.0. For the machine-derived tagset the average n-gram size used by
P-wf is 3.9. The reason that the P-wf set has a larger average n-gram size is

9 For instance, when using 90.000 sentences of training material, between W and W-pwf the
p-value is < 2.2e−16.
10 For instance, for the full training set, between W and W-pwf the p-value is 2.2e−08. So the
difference is clearly significant.
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 5.8: Occurrence graph for the confusibles problem on the human-
designed tagset showing, for each training set size, the number
of times each n-gram size was used in making the alternative
selection. The Y-axis is logarithmic. One occurrence graph is
shown for each combination method as well as a comparative
occurrence graph in (a) for the experiment without any added
annotation, as presented in Subsection 4.4.1.
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 5.9: Occurrence graph for the confusibles problem on the machine-
derived tagset showing, for each training set size, the number
of times each n-gram size was used in making the alternative
selection. The Y-axis is logarithmic. One occurrence graph is
shown for each combination method as well as a comparative
occurrence graph in(a) for the experiment without any added
annotation, as presented in Subsection 4.4.1.
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because part-of-speech tags in itself are less sparse than words, so they match
more often. However, as we see in the accuracy results discussed above, having
a larger context does not aid performance if an alternative with smaller context
has sufficiently rich data, e.g., as in the part-of-speech tag context versus the
word context.

5.3.3 Results on Verb and Noun Agreement

Our series of experiments for the verb and noun agreement problem are per-
formed analogously to the series of the verb and noun agreement experiments
in Subsection 4.4.2. As for the confusible experiments (see Subsection 5.3.2)
we run them for two sets of annotations and for five combination methods (W
included). The results of the learning curves are shown in Figure 5.10 for the
human-designed tags, and in Figure 5.11 for the machine-derived tags. We also
visualize the size of the n-grams used for classification in a series of occurrence
graphs. This series can be seen in Figure 5.12 for the human-designed tagset
and in Figure 5.13 for the machine-derived tagset.
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Figure 5.10: Learning curve for the verb and noun agreement problem us-
ing the human-designed tagset. We plot all the 4 combina-
tion methods next to the original learning curve from Sub-
section 4.4.2. Y-axis denotes the accuracy (from 0 to 1) and
the X-axis the number of sentences used for training. The
X-axis is logarithmic.

We note that all the learning curves perform roughly the same, with a few ex-
ceptions. One exception occurs in case of the machine-derived tagset, where
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Figure 5.11: Learning curve for the verb and noun agreement problem us-
ing the machine-derived tagset. We plot all the 4 combina-
tion methods next to the original learning curve from Sub-
section 4.4.2. Y-axis denotes the accuracy (from 0 to 1) and
the X-axis the number of sentences used for training. The
X-axis is logarithmic.

the combination method P-wf is clearly and significantly outperformed by
the other methods, as with the experiments on the confusibles in Subsec-
tion 5.3.2. This is remarkable as PW-wf and P-wf significantly outperform the
text-only curve in case of the human-designed tagset11. In fact, even with the
full-size training set PW-wf significantly outperforms the baseline W (p-value
of 8.2e−06). From this we deduce that, in case of verb and noun agreement,
the human-designed part-of-speech tags provide extra relevant information that
the machine-derived tagset does not. This extra information is only beneficial
to the results with the full-size training data in cases where it compliments the
wordform information.

11 At 450.000 sentences of training material, the p-value for W versus PW-wf is 4.8e−09. At
450.000 sentences of training material, for W versus P-wf the p-value is 8.2e−05.
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 5.12: Occurrence graph for the verb and noun agreement problem
on the human-designed tagset showing, for each training set
size, the number of times each n-gram size was used in mak-
ing the alternative selection. The Y-axis is logarithmic. One
occurrence graph is shown for each combination method as
well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a) for the original
experiment in Subsection 4.4.2.
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(a) Only text
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(d) Combination method W-pwf (e) Combination method P-wf

Figure 5.13: Occurrence graph for the verb and noun agreement problem
on the machine-derived tagset showing, for each training set
size, the number of times each n-gram size was used in mak-
ing the alternative selection. The Y-axis is logarithmic. One
occurrence graph is shown for each combination method as
well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a) for the original
experiment in Subsection 4.4.2.
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5.3.4 Results on Prenominal Adjective Ordering

Our series of experiments for the prenominal adjective reordering problem is,
just like the series of experiments for the confusibles problem and the verb and
noun agreement problem, performed analogously to the series in the previous
chapter. These learning curves are shown in Figure 5.14 for the learning curves
using the human-designed tags, and in Figure 5.15 for the learning curves using
the machine-derived tags. In the Figures 5.16 and 5.17 we visualise the size of
the sizes of the n-grams used for classification in a series of occurrence graphs.
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Figure 5.14: Learning curve for the prenominal adjective reordering prob-
lem using the human-designed tagset. We plot all the 4 com-
bination methods next to the original learning curve from
Subsection 4.4.3. Y-axis denotes the accuracy (from 0 to 1)
and the X-axis the number of sentences used for training. The
X-axis is logarithmic.

We note that the learning curves all perform roughly similar. In the case of
the human-defined tagset there is one exception in the form of the P-wf learn-
ing curve. The other combination methods perform roughly the same, but their
small difference in performance is significant with one exception. The excep-
tion is in the case of PW-wf, were the difference with W is not significant,
with a p-value of 0.26 according to McNemar’s test. The P-wf learning curve
initially performs the best, but with the full-size training it is clearly (p-value
< 2.2e−16) outperformed by the rest. The context of the P-wf curve consists
of only the part-of-speech tags, out of our combination methods it is the only
one without words in the context. The results suggest that for the prenominal
adjectives re-ordering problem the larger context generated by this method is
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Figure 5.15: Learning curve for the prenominal adjective reordering prob-
lem using the machine-derived tagset. We plot all the 4 com-
bination methods next to the original learning curve from
Subsection 4.4.3. Y-axis denotes the accuracy (from 0 to 1)
and the X-axis the number of sentences used for training. The
X-axis is logarithmic.

initially more important, but later the simplified information in that context is
detrimental compared to the full text information.

For the learning curves of the machine-derived tagging experiments we see a
similar behaviour, i.e., we see P-wf initially outperforming the other combi-
nation methods, while P-wf is outperformed with larger amounts of training
material (significantly with a p-value of 9.7e−3). All other combination meth-
ods, i.e., W, PW-wf (p-value of 1), PW (p-value of 1), and W-pwf (p-value of
1) do not significantly differ in performance in these experiments. We did not
observe this behaviour of P-wf for the machine-derived tagging experiments in
the results for the other two alternative sequence selection tasks. Therefore, we
may conclude that, at least with small amounts of training material, the larger
context provided by the P-wf method is more important to the performance of
the prenominal adjective reordering task.
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(b) Combination method PW-wf (c) Combination method PW
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 5.16: Occurrence graph for the prenominal adjective reordering
problem on the human-designed tagset showing, for each
training set size, the number of times each n-gram size was
used in making the alternative selection. The Y-axis is log-
arithmic. One occurrence graph is shown for each combina-
tion method as well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a)
for the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.3.
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(b) Combination method PW-wf (c) Combination method PW
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 5.17: Occurrence graph for the prenominal adjective reordering
problem on the machine-derived tagset showing, for each
training set size, the number of times each n-gram size was
used in making the alternative selection. The Y-axis is log-
arithmic. One occurrence graph is shown for each combina-
tion method as well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a)
for the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.2.
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5.4 Partial Answers to RQ3 and RQ4

In this chapter we investigated a language-model environment with local anno-
tation that uses∞-grams and synchronous back-off. The investigations provide
a basis for achieving partial answers for the research questions RQ3 and RQ4.
We repeat RQ3 and RQ4 below. They are followed by our partial answers.

Research Question 3: Is there a benefit to including annotations
in the language model, measured as a better performance on alter-
native sequence selection tasks?

We attempt to answer RQ3 employing three observations. First, given suffi-
cient training material little benefit is gained by including locally dependent
annotation, which in our investigation are based on part-of-speech tags. How-
ever, we found two exceptions mentioned here as our second and third ob-
servations. Second, in the case of verb and noun agreement, the presence of
the human-designed part-of-speech tags adds useful information, resulting in a
significantly higher performance. Third, in all three alternative sequence selec-
tion tasks the presence of the human-designed tagset improves the performance
when a limited amount of training data is available. So, for small amounts of
training data there is an advantage.

Research Question 4: Is there a difference in performance on al-
ternative sequence selection tasks when using human-designed an-
notations compared to machine-generated annotations?

We attempt to answer RQ4 by employing two observations. First, we see from
the results above that the machine-derived part-of-speech tags generally per-
form similarly compared to a system without annotation. Second, we observe
that for the experiments using the human-designed part-of-speech tags there
is an improvement in performance for small amounts of training data. These
answers raise the question as to why the addition of machine-derived part-of-
speech tags does not result in performance improvement.

We note that the system with the human-defined annotation provides novel in-
formation to the system, which we can observe in the results being different
compared to the system without annotation. In contrast, the system with the
machine-derived annotation performs nearly identical to the system without
annotation. We may speculate that the human-designed part-of-speech tags,
being designed and defined by humans, actually add information. In contrast,
the machine-derived tags do not add new information to the corpus. It is even
worse, when using the full training set, the system without annotation outper-
forms, or performs identical to the experiments with annotations. The answer to
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RQ4, is that human-designed annotation provides an advantage over machine-
derived annotation, only for small training sets.

5.5 Chapter Conclusions

In this chapter we investigated a language-model environment that can be char-
acterized as a model with local annotation. We focussed on the effect of adding
such annotation, and on the difference in performance between the human-
designed part-of-speech tagset and the machine-derived part-of-speech tagset.

The experiments performed on the three alternative selection problems led to
detailed results for the language-model environment described in this chap-
ter. The result of the two types of annotation (human-designed and machine-
derived) were compared to each other, as well as to the results from Chapter 4.
From the experiments with combinations of annotations (using five methods)
we may conclude the following. (1) The machine-derived part-of-speech tagset
does not add any useful new information to the model. (2) The human-designed
part-of-speech tagset does add useful information to the model. (3) As the size
of the training material increases the addition of the part-of-speech tags be-
comes less and less influential on the performance of the system (when com-
pared to the system without annotations), up to the point where its addition
reduces to zero. As we observed in Section 5.3 this point occurs around one
million sentences of training material for all three alternative sequence selec-
tion tasks.





Chapter 6

Models with Complex
Annotation

This chapter describes an LME that is to be characterised as a model with com-
plex annotation. We focus on the effect of adding dependency information to
the language-model environment. The LME described in this chapter also in-
cludes the aspects discussed in Chapter 4, i.e., the ∞-gram and synchronous
back-off. There are many types of complex annotations such as complex an-
notations such as constituency or dependency parses, semantic role graphs, or
anaphoric link structures. In this chapter we focus on adding information de-
rived from dependency parses. We choose dependency structures as they are a
relatively straightforward and well-studied type of syntactic annotation. Now
we are ready to examine RQ3 and RQ4 with respect to the complex annota-
tion model for the three alternative sequence selection problems. Below we
re-iterate both RQs.

Research Question 3: Is there a benefit to including annotations
in the language model, measured as a better performance on alter-
native sequence selection tasks?

Research Question 4: Is there a difference in performance on al-
ternative sequence selection tasks when using human-designed an-
notations compared to machine-generated annotations?

The course of this chapter reads as follows. In Section 6.1 we describe two
computational approaches to dependency parsing.
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This represented 45% of their net expenditurecurrent on personal social services .

Figure 6.1: Example dependency parse made by the Maltparser on the
BNC. Here we only show the dependency relations.

In Section 6.2 we complement the language-model environment as described
in Chapter 3 with a precise description of (1) the use of human-designed depen-
dency parses, and (2) the generation and use of machine-derived dependency
parses. This section builds on the information given in Section 4.3. That infor-
mation still applies.

In Section 6.3 we describe our experiments on the three alternative sequence
selection problems for the experiments with added dependency information.
The results of the experiments are analysed with respect to RQ3 and RQ4.

In Section 6.4 we explicitly formulate our answers to RQ3 and RQ4 for the
models with complex annotation. In Section 6.5 we provide a summary and
give our conclusions.

6.1 Dependency Parses

A well-known complex annotation type is the dependency parse. We call de-
pendency parses complex because rather than being associated with individual
tokens, dependencies represent cross-token information that may span any dis-
tance within the sentence. Dependency parses denote the lexical dependencies
within the sequence (Jurafsky and Martin 2000). We illustrate the concept in
Figure 6.1. For each word in the sequence a relation is assigned to a head-
word of that word, i.e., the headword is the word on which the word depends
syntactically.

Dependency parses are a popular type of parses. Usually, supervised machine-
learning systems are employed to assign parses to new, previously unseen, sen-
tences. Dependency parsing has been the subject of several CoNLL shared
tasks. The first CoNLL shared task on dependency parsing was in 2006 (Buch-
holz and Marsi 2006), it continued in 2007 (Nivre et al. 2007a), 2008 (Sur-
deanu et al. 2008), and 2009 (Hajič et al. 2009). Dependency parsers often
use the presence of a part-of-speech tagging in order to improve tractability.
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Several approaches to supervised dependency parsing have been tried, such
as spanning-tree based algorithms (McDonald and Pereira 2006, McDonald
et al. 2005), projective dependency parsing (Nivre 2003, Nivre et al. 2007b),
memory-based learning (Nivre et al. 2004, Morante et al. 2009a,b), and con-
straint satisfaction (Canisius and Tjong Kim Sang 2007).

Below, we will briefly discuss (1) supervised dependency parsing as designed
by human experts, and (2) unsupervised dependency parsing based on statistics
as derived by a computer.

6.1.1 Supervised Dependency Parsing

Here, we briefly discuss some approaches to supervised dependency parsing.
The shared aspect of these approaches is that they are all based on graph theory.
The main difference is in the decision scope. Decisions are made for each word
in the input sequence to decide which other word is its headword. One major
difference between the two approached mentioned above is using the entire
search space as decision context versus using the local part of the search space
to make a greedy decision.

McDonald et al. (2005) introduced a well-known supervised dependency
parser called MSTPARSER. The dependency parsing problem is reduced to a
maximum-spanning-tree search problem. A spanning tree is a graph-theoretic
concept that denotes a tree over a graph that includes all vertices, but no cy-
cles. Chu and Liu (1965) provides an insightful description of this concept. A
maximum spanning tree is the spanning tree over a graph of which the com-
bined edge value is the largest possible value for a spanning tree on the graph in
question. Edge values are based on observations made on the training corpus,
i.e., an often observed relation will have a larger value than an infrequently
observed one. The parser that the MSTParser generates makes decisions based
on the entire search space in an exhaustive manner. It examines all possible
dependency parses.

Nivre et al. (2006) introduced another well-known supervised dependency
parser, the MALTPARSER (see also Hall et al. 2007). Nivre et al. (2006) de-
scribe the MALTPARSER as a data-driven parser. The parser that the MALT-
PARSER generates makes decisions online and in a greedy manner. (Here on-
line means that it processes the sequence token by token and makes a decision
at each step.) Due to its focus on local token-level decisions, the classifier in
MALTPARSER can be enriched with a large feature space.

In two publications, McDonald and Nivre (2007) and Nivre and McDonald
(2008) make a direct comparison between the MSTPARSER and the MALT-
PARSER. They mainly compare the locality and nature of the errors made by
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the parsers. This is contrasted to the feature-poor but exhaustive approach of
the MSTPARSER on the one side and the feature-rich and greedy approach of
the MALTPARSER on the other side.

A third approach is proposed by Canisius (2009). They propose to use con-
straint satisfaction inference to tackle dependency parsing. Three classifiers
generate possible constraints, based on tokens and pairs of tokens. These con-
straints are combined using weighted constrained satisfaction (maximising the
value of the selected constraints) resulting in a dependency parse of the se-
quence. For the combination step the CYK algorithm (Younger 1967, Eisner
2000) is used.

6.1.2 Unsupervised Dependency Parsing

We briefly discuss a selection of approaches to unsupervised dependency pars-
ing We start by describing the approach by Gorla et al. (2007) which is closely
related to the MST (maximum spanning tree) approach. We will describe sev-
eral other approaches as well.

Gorla et al. (2007) describe an unsupervised dependency parsing method that
uses a modified mutual information formula on sequences of part of speech
tags. They modify the MI formula with a distance component and use it to
generate an MST over possible dependency parses, much like McDonald and
Nivre (2007) did on supervised data. The weights of all the possible connec-
tions in the graph are based on co-occurence observations in the training data.

Spitkovsky et al. (2009) describe a scaffolding approach, where the system is
first developed using sentences of length one. At each step the resulting model
of the previous step is used to initiate training. In the first step, sentences with
length one, the element in the sentence is sure to attach to the root-position. In
the second step, sentences with length two, there is a single choice to make,
i.e., which of the two elements attaches to the other, where the other will then
attach to the root position. The decision on the second step are made with the
help of statistics from the first step and afterwards all statistics are updated.
These steps are repeated until the entire training set is processed.

Seginer (2007) describes an incremental dependency parser that is learned by
an efficient unsupervised learning algorithm. The common cover link (CCL)
parser works directly on the raw natural language data without depending on
annotations such as part-of-speech tags.

The CCL-system creates an incremental parser which can be used to parse
new sentences. Incrementality means that the parser reads a sentence word by
word and for each new word it looks in the history, to add, if possible, some
dependency and parse structure. For each incremental step the parser looks at
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all possible links it can add, adds the highest-scoring link out of those possible
links and then repeats the process. Adding a link alters the set of possible links
that can be added to the sentence at hand. For this process the parser depends on
the use of a lexicon with adjacency points. Adjacency points are a collection
of the most frequent co-occuring words, with their counts and their relative
position (to the left or to the right). At each step of the learning process (i.e.,
every time a step of one word is taken) the lexicon is updated.

Unsupervised dependency parsing systems have been used successfully in lan-
guage modelling for Japanese Kana-Kanji conversion, realising a 3.5% reduc-
tion in error-rate compared to the same system without the unsupervised de-
pendency information. Gao and Suzuki (2003) described a system where they
incorporated unsupervised dependency relations into a language model. Their
approach to the incorporation of such information is similar to that of Chelba
and Jelinek (1998), who combined parts of supervised parses in an n-gram
language model.

6.2 Language-Model Environment

The LME employed in this chapter is based closely on the LME of Chap-
ter 5. However, instead of annotating with part-of-speech tags we use a human-
designed and a machine-derived dependency-parse structure to add information
to the model. The information generated by these two systems is added in the
form of tags. As the tag value the corresponding headword of the word in focus
is added.

We remark that there is an important distinction between the human-defined
dependency parses and the machine-derived dependency parses. The human-
defined dependency parses also contain several types of information that we do
not use, such as the part-of-speech tags of words, and the types of dependency
relations between words.

Below we will examine the structure found by the two different dependency
parsers. We will investigate the average distance from each word to its corre-
sponding headword for each dependency parser, as well as the overall structure
of the parses.

6.3 Experiments

In this section we describe the results of the experiments for this chapter. The
experiments are structured similarly to Section 5.3. As before we will examine
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This represented 45% of their net expenditurecurrent on personal social services .

Figure 6.2: Example parse made by the CCLparser on the BNC.

the performance of the LME using the five methods (see Subsection 5.2.4) on
the three alternative sequence selection tasks for the two annotation methods.
These annotations are (1) the human-designed dependency parse, and (2) the
machine-derived dependency parse. The performance achieved by the language
model is reported in Subsections 6.3.2 to 6.3.4.

In Subsection 6.3.1 we start by examining some aspects of the machine-derived
dependency parses. We will focus on two aspects: (1) the distance between
each word and its attached headword, and (2) the overall structure of the parses.
These aspects are compared to their analogues in the human-designed depen-
dency parses.

6.3.1 Comparing Dependency Parses

In this subsection we give quantitative and qualitative comparisons between
the two parsing systems. The MALTPARSER provides the human-defined de-
pendency parse structure and the CCLPARSER provides the machine-derived
dependency parse structure.

First, we look at the distance of each word to its corresponding headword on
the BNC. We observe that the average distance from the current word to its
headword is rather different. In case of the MALTPARSER the average distance
from the focus word to its headword is 3.2 word positions on the original sen-
tence. In case of the CCLPARSER the average distance from the focus word to
its headword is 1.4 word positions. This difference is explained by the inherent
bias of the CCLPARSER to establish local dependencies.

Secondly, we look at the overall structure of the parses. We do this with two
telling examples, one for each parser. The example for the MALTPARSER is
given in Figure 6.1. The example for the CCLPARSER is given in Figure 6.2.
Both figures show an example sentence, with each line-and-arrow connect-
ing a word with its corresponding headword. The examples illustrate that the
CCLPARSER discovers mainly local relations.

These observations imply that with human-designed dependency annotations,
many words link to a headword at a longer distance. In case of the machine-
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derived dependency annotation most words link to the next word as headword,
at least on English data. With the way we add the information to the model,
i.e., using the linked headword as a tag, the former seems more useful.

6.3.2 Results on Confusibles
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Figure 6.3: Learning curve for the human-defined dependency parses. We
plot all the five methods (baseline included). Y-axis denotes
the accuracy (from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of sen-
tences used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.

The execution of our series of experiments for the confusibles problem is anal-
ogous to the series of experiments in Subsection 4.4.1 and Subsection 5.3.2.
We calculate the learning curves for the five different combination methods
(baseline included). Figure 6.3 shows the results for the human-designed de-
pendency parses and Figure 6.4 shows the results for the machine-derived de-
pendency parses.

The sizes of the n-grams used for the selections are measured. We visualize the
size of the sizes of the n-grams used for classification in a series of occurrence
graphs. The average size of the n-grams used is rather similar (see Figure 6.5
and 6.6).

We observe that, in both cases, the learning curve of the combination method
P-wf (only tags with the text token as focus) resulted in the worst performance.
P-wf only has the headword information of the context to base its decisions on,
and not the words themselves. Consequently, the most important contextual
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Figure 6.4: Learning curve for the machine-derived dependency parses.
We plot all the five methods (baseline included). Y-axis de-
notes the accuracy (from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of
sentences used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.

information is not used. Furthermore we observe that, unlike P-wf, all other
methods approach the performance of the model without added annotations as
the training set size increases.

For both the human-defined and the machine-generated annotation we observe
that the differences between PW-wf, PW, W-pwf, and W decrease as the train-
ing size increases. We observe that the human-defined annotation approaches
the learning curve without annotation less than the machine-derived annota-
tion. For both cases we observe that at no point the enriched learning curves
outperform the original curve W. The difference of the learning curves with
annotation to the original curve W is significant in all cases with a p-value
< 2.2e−16 for both the human-designed and the machine-derived annotations.

We also observe that, for both annotations, the curves for PW and W-pwf start
with a performance much lower than would be expected when compared to the
other learning curves. If we observe the amount of items for which the system
cannot make a decision we see that for those two curves the system encoun-
ters too much sparseness to make a decision at the start of the learning curve.
Note that if the system does not make a decision, the item is counted as erro-
neous. We show the results of these observations only for the human-designed
dependency parse in Figure 6.7. We postulate that this is caused by too much
sparseness, even when just using the focus position. When PW and W-pwd
only use the focus position they try to calculate the probability P (wordtag).
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(a) Only text
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(b) Combination method PW-wf (c) Combination method PW
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 6.5: Occurrence graph for the confusibles problem on the human-
defined dependency parses. For each training set size, the
number of times each n-gram size was used in making the
alternative selection is shown. The Y-axis is logarithmic. One
occurrence graph is shown for each combination method as
well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a) for the original
experiment in Subsection 4.4.1.
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(a) Only text
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(b) Combination method PW-wf (c) Combination method PW
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 6.6: Occurrence graph for the confusibles problem on the
machine-derived dependency parses. For each training set
size, the number of times each n-gram size was used in mak-
ing the alternative selection is shown. The Y-axis is logarith-
mic. One occurrence graph is shown for each combination
method as well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a) for
the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.1.
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Figure 6.7: Learning curve for the confusible problem using the human-
defined tagset. The curve shows the percentage of items for
which the system was unable to make a decision. The X-axis
denotes the number of sentences used for training. The X-axis
is logarithmic.

As the tag is also a word in the case of dependency parsing, it causes the lan-
guage model to be too sparse to make a decision, especially for small amounts
of training data.

6.3.3 Results on Verb and Noun Agreement

The execution of our series of experiments for the verb and noun agreement
problem was as follows. Analogously to Subsection 4.4.2 and Subsection 5.3.3
we run a series of experiments to create learning curves for all four combination
methods involving annotations. We give the results as a series of graphs. In
Figure 6.8 we show the learning curves for the human-designed dependency
parses and in Figure 6.9 we show the learning curves for the machine-generated
dependency parses.

We observe that, similarly to the results for the confusibles in Subsection 6.3.2,
the systems with annotations do not outperform the system from Chapter 4 at
any point. Second, similarity with the results for the confusibles is that the
combination methods PW and W-pwf again perform quite badly with small
amounts of training data. This is caused by the same reason as in the con-
fusibles experiments from Subsection 6.3.2. The difference of the learning
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Figure 6.8: Learning curve for the human-defined dependency parses
on the verb and noun agreement problem. We plot all the
five methods (baseline included). Y-axis denotes the accuracy
(from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of sentences used for
training. The X-axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 6.9: Learning curve for the machine-derived dependency parses
on the verb and noun agreement problem. We plot all the
five methods (baseline included). Y-axis denotes the accuracy
(from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of sentences used for
training. The X-axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 6.10: Occurrence graph for the verb and noun agreement problem
on the human-defined dependency parses. For each training
set size, the number of times each n-gram size was used in
making the alternative selection is shown. The Y-axis is log-
arithmic. One occurrence graph is shown for each combina-
tion method as well as a comparative occurrence graph in (a)
for the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.2.
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Figure 6.11: Occurrence graph for the verb and noun agreement problem
on the machine-derived dependency parses. For each train-
ing set size, the number of times each n-gram size was used
in making the alternative selection is shown. The Y-axis is
logarithmic. One occurrence graph is shown for each combi-
nation method as well as a comparative occurrence graph in
(a) for the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.2.
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curves with annotation to the original curve W is significant in all cases with
a p-value < 2.2e−16 for both the human-designed and the machine-derived
annotations.

6.3.4 Results on Prenominal Adjective Ordering

The execution of our series of experiments for the prenominal adjective re-
ordering problem is as follows. We run the experiments analogously to the
experiments on prenominal adjective reordering in Subsection 4.4.3 and Sub-
section 5.3.4 The resulting learning curves are shown in Figure 6.12 for the
human-defined dependency parses and in Figure 6.13 for the machine-derived
dependency parses. Furthermore, in Figure 6.14 we show the occurrence
graphs for the human-designed dependency annotations and in Figure 6.15 the
corresponding occurence graphs for the machine-generated dependency anno-
tations.

We note that the learning curves all perform roughly similar. The exceptions
here are the methods PW and W-pwf for both annotations. We remark that the
similarity between PW and W-pwf is the use of both the text-token and the
annotation on the focus position. This opposed to W, PW-wf, and P-wf which
all only use the text-token at the focus position. This observation suggests that,
with a text token and annotation token in the focus position the language model
suffers from increased sparseness. As with the confusibles and the verb and
noun agreement problem earlier in the chapter we observe that this is due to
the system not being able to make a decision due to the sparseness. For both
the human-defined and machine-derived dependency annotation the difference
of the curve for W with the curves with annotation is significant with a p-value
< 2.2e−16.
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Figure 6.12: Learning curve for the human-defined dependency parses on
the prenominal adjective ordering problem. We plot all the
five methods (baseline included). Y-axis denotes the accu-
racy (from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of sentences
used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 6.13: Learning curve for the machine-derived dependency parses
on the prenominal adjective ordering problem. We plot all
the five methods (baseline included). Y-axis denotes the ac-
curacy (from 0 to 1) and the X-axis the number of sentences
used for training. The X-axis is logarithmic.
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Figure 6.14: Occurrence graph for the prenominal adjective ordering
problem on the human-defined dependency parses. For each
training set size, the number of times each n-gram size was
used in making the alternative selection is shown. The Y-axis
is logarithmic. One occurrence graph is shown for each com-
bination method as well as a comparative occurrence graph
in (a) for the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.3.
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(d) Combination method P-wf (e) Combination method W-pwf

Figure 6.15: Occurrence graph for the prenominal adjective ordering
problem on the machine-derived dependency parses. For
each training set size, the number of times each n-gram size
was used in making the alternative selection is shown. The Y-
axis is logarithmic. One occurrence graph is shown for each
combination method as well as a comparative occurrence
graph in (a) for the original experiment in Subsection 4.4.3.
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6.4 Partial Answers to RQ3 and RQ4

In this chapter we investigated a language-model environment with depen-
dency annotation that uses ∞-grams. The investigations provide a basis to
achieve partial answers for the research questions RQ3 and RQ4. We repeat
RQ3 and RQ4 below. They are followed by our partial answers.

Research Question 3: Is there a benefit to including annotations
in the language model, measured as a better performance on alter-
native sequence selection tasks?

We attempt to answer RQ3 by employing two observations made on all the re-
sults presented above. First, no benefit is gained by including dependency an-
notation in the manner as presented above. Second, we observe that the meth-
ods with text-token and annotation token in the focus position (i.e., PW and
W-pwf) perform much worse than the other methods due to the sparseness
problems. Near the full training set they all converge to the results from Chap-
ter 4 (the system without annotation). However, all methods that use annotation
perform significantly worse than the method without annotation (i.e., W). In
summary, this type of annotation does not contribute to a better performance.

Research Question 4: Is there a difference in performance on al-
ternative sequence selection tasks when using human-designed an-
notations compared to machine-generated annotations?

We attempt to answer RQ4 by employing two observations on all the results
presented above. We see in the results above that the language models for both
types of dependency annotations perform worse than the language model with-
out annotation. The differences between the two annotations is most apparent
when looking at them qualitatively. We observe that the human-defined anno-
tation uses much longer dependencies than the machine-derived dependencies.
Furthermore, in case of the human-defined annotation there is additional infor-
mation available that we do not use (as the machine-derived dependencies lack
this information).

The results presented in this chapter raise the question as to why the addition of
dependency annotation does not result in an increase of performance. We may
speculate that including the headwords directly results in an increase in sparse-
ness, instead of combatting sparseness. Here, we remark that the approach of
Gao and Suzuki (2003) also directly uses the headword. In all cases the sys-
tem without annotation outperforms the experiments with annotations. In brief,
human-designed dependency annotation does not provide an advantage over
machine-generated dependency annotation in the way it is used here.
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6.5 Chapter Conclusions

In this chapter we investigated a language-model environment that can be char-
acterised as a model with dependency annotation. We focussed on the effect of
adding such annotations, and on the difference in performance between the
human-designed dependency annotation and the machine-derived dependency
annotation.

The experiments performed on the three alternative sequence selection prob-
lems led to detailed results for the language-model environment described in
this chapter. The result of the two types of annotation (human-defined and
machine-derived) were compared to each other, as well as to the results of
Chapter 4. From the experiments with combinations of annotations we may
conclude the following: (1) dependency annotations, when employed in this
manner, hamper the performance of the model; and (2) when using a merged
token combining the annotation and the word token in the focus position the
model performs considerable worse, due to sparseness.

However, human-designed dependency annotations usually contain extra infor-
mation that we do not employ. In the case of the human-designed dependency
annotation as used in this chapter this extra information includes the type of
dependency relation and part-of-speech tags.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Work

This chapter provides our final conclusions on language models for alternative
sequence selection and recommendations for future work. For clarity we pro-
vide an overview of the best results from all language model systems (from
Chapters 4, 5, and 6) in Table 7.1. The conclusions will be given in two parts.
First, in Section 7.1 we give our conclusions for each research question in turn.
Second, in Section 7.2 we answer our problem statements by using the answers
to our research questions.

In addition to the conclusions, in Section 7.3 we will give recommendations
for future work.

7.1 Answering the Research Questions

We will commence by, once again, reiterating our research questions. Each RQ
will be followed by a brief conclusion for the domain of alternative sequence
selection.

Research Question 1: Is there a need to predetermine or limit the
size of the n-grams used in language models? Is there an inherent
advantage or disadvantage to using a fixed-size n?

In the general case we are facing an ambiguous answer: restricting the size
of the n-gram is a disadvantage, however it does not impair performance. The
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natural limit for the n-gram is reached quite soon in practice, and this natural
limit is determined by the largest size n-gram. It is a disadvantage to fix the n
in cases where a probability for a larger subsequence than n tokens.

Research Question 2: If the size of the n-grams is not fixed in
advance, how can we still generate comparable distributions when
we select among alternative sequences?

Owing to synchronous back-off we were able to show that there is no need
to predetermine and restrict the size of the n-gram in advance. However, the
sparseness of the training data used will naturally limit the size of the n-gram
that synchronous back-off uses for decisions. The optimal size of the n-gram
used for a decision between alternative sequences can differ for each set of
alternative sequences. This leads us to conclude that there is an advantage in
not predetermining the size of the n-gram. Using synchronous back-off, we
generate comparable distributions by synchronising the back-off mechanism
over alternative sequences. From our observations in Section 4.2 it is clear that
synchronous back-off works better than the other language model strategies
discussed in that section.

Research Question 3: Is there a benefit to including annotations
in the language model, measured as a better performance on alter-
native sequence selection tasks?

We attempt to answer RQ3 on the basis of three observations. We observe
that, given sufficient training material little benefit is gained by including lo-
cally dependent annotations such as part-of-speech tags. In our experiments,
we found two exceptions. First, in the case of verb and noun agreement, the
presence of human-designed part-of-speech tags adds useful information, re-
sulting in a significantly higher performance. Second, in all three alternative
sequence selection tasks the presence of the human-designed tagset signifi-
cantly improved the performance when using a small training set. This does
not hold for the machine-derived tagset where there is no improvement and no
significant difference between the different systems. So it appears that, only
for small amounts of training data there exists an advantage when employing
human-designed part-of-speech tags.

In contrast, we face the following two observations relating to the dependency
annotations. First, no benefit is gained by including dependency annotation
in the manner proposed here. Second, we observe that the methods PW and
W-pw perform much worse than the other combination methods due to the
sparseness problems. In summary, dependency annotation does not deliver any
benefit and so it does not contribute to a better performance. The most likely
reason is sparseness due to directly including the headword as annotation.
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Research Question 4: Is there a difference in performance on al-
ternative sequence selection tasks when using human-designed an-
notations compared to machine-generated annotations?

We attempt to answer RQ4 with two observations. First, we see in the results
of Chapter 5 that the machine-generated part-of-speech tags generally perform
similarly (not significantly different) as the experiments without annotation.
The exception to this is P-wf, in which case it performs significantly worse
than the experiments without annotation. Second, we observe that for the ex-
periments with the human-designed part-of-speech tags, there is a significant
difference in performance between the experiments without annotation versus
the experiments with annotations.

However, for the dependency annotations (Chapter 6), we see in the results that
both dependency annotations perform significantly worse than the experiments
without annotation.

In brief, we may conclude that using human-defined part-of-speech annotations
can be useful for small amounts of training data.

In our experiments we observe that the machine-generated annotations do not
aid in the performance of the LME. In contrast, the human-defined annota-
tions aid performance in several, specific, cases. We speculate that this is the
case because the machine-derived annotations model information that is al-
ready present in the data itself.

7.2 Answering the Problem Statements

Here we will reiterate our problem statements, followed by the answers as they
pertain to each problem statement. We will formulate our answers in terms of
the answers to the RQs.

Problem Statement 1 (Flexibility): Is it helpful to create a statis-
tical language model that is flexible, i.e., not fixed in advance, with
regards to the n-gram size, for adequately handling the problem of
sparseness?

In Chapter 4 we answered RQ1 and RQ2. We showed that it is possible to
determine flexibly the size of the n-gram on a case-by-case basis. In theory
this is highly desirable, as it results in a model that better approximates the
ideal language model. In practise, the synchronous back-off method performs
rather better on alternative sequence selection than the other back-off methods
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in our preliminary experiments, as shown in Section 4.2. However, we observe
that the average n-gram size used tends to be around 3. We also observed that
almost no n-grams of a size greater than 5 were used. In brief, we have created
a flexible language model that automatically determines the optimal n-gram
size to use.

Problem Statement 2 (Annotations): Do linguistically motivated
annotations and their automatically generated counterparts pro-
vide information that can be successfully used as a back-off step
to handle sparseness? Does alleviating sparseness in this way in-
crease performance on alternative sequence selection tasks?

In the Chapters 5 and 6 we answered RQ3 and RQ4, determining the answer
to this problem statement. In those chapters we observed, and concluded, that
the addition of linguistically motivated annotations as well as automatically
derived annotations do not provide the language model system with additional
useful information except in quite specific cases. Those specific cases involve
the human-designed part-of-speech tags and limited amounts of training ma-
terial. Should the amount of training material be further increased, then the
importance of the additions will continue to decrease.

7.3 Recommendations and Future Work

We complete this chapter by five recommendations for possible avenues of
further study.

First, for building language models, it holds that investigating the effects of us-
ing annotations on the performance can be beneficial if annotations are already
available. However, using more unannotated data is a more reliable source for
improving results.

Second, further studies on the effects of dependency annotations should be per-
formed. For instance, by not using the headword as a main feature, but by using
aspects pertaining to it as additional features (e.g., the part-of-speech tag of the
headword, the type of dependency relation). This could reduce sparseness and
might provide more usable long-distance information.

Thirth, fourth, and fifth, two related concepts could be further studied in the
context of our language models. The third recommendation is to encourage
the creation of more flexible, automatically discovered, back-off paths (i.e., not
user defined as in Bilmes and Kirchhof (2003) or this thesis), and the fourth rec-
ommendation is the investigation of flexibly implementing traditional smooth-
ing and interpolation methods in our language models. Furthermore, we note
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that it is limiting in many cases to only use the left context for calculating the
probability of a word in a sequence, as well as using a fixed back-off path. So,
the fifth recommendation is to investigate more general models of language that
include both left and right context when available, and flexible back-off strate-
gies. For instance, Van den Bosch (2006b) uses both left and right context in a
word prediction system based on k-nearest neighbour classification.
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Summary

Over the last decades, language modelling has played an important part in nat-
ural language processing. However, the flexibility of the language models has
not increased over time, and problems with data sparseness persist. Our re-
search is motivated by our desire to provide a language model paradigm that is
flexible and less effected by sparseness.

Derived from the motivation for the research, we phrase the following two
problem statements: (PS1) Is it helpful to create a statistical language model
that is flexible, i.e., not fixed in advance, with regards to the n-gram size, for
adequately handling the problem of sparseness?, and (PS2) Do linguistically
motivated annotations and their automatically generated counterparts provide
information that can be successfully used as a back-off step to handle sparse-
ness? Does alleviating sparseness in this way increase performance on alter-
native sequence selection tasks? To address the problem statements, we in-
vestigate several language model environments on three alternative sequence
selection problems.

As language model environments we investigate (1) a flexible language model
(in terms of the size of the n-grams used) without annotation, (2) a flexible
language model enriched with either the human-designed or machine-derived
part-of-speech tags, and (3) a flexible language model enriched with human-
designed or machine-derived dependency information. These three language
model environments are each used on a set of three alternative sequence se-
lection problems. To wit, (1) confusibles, (2) verb and noun agreement, (3)
prenominal adjective reordering.

The proposed investigations can be performed by finding answers to four re-
search questions: (RQ1) Is there a need to predetermine or limit the size of the
n-grams used in language models? Is there an inherent advantage or disad-
vantage to using a fixed-size n?, (RQ2) If the size of the n-grams is not fixed
in advance, how can we still generate comparable distributions when we select
among alternative sequences?, (RQ3) Is there a benefit to including annota-
tions in the language model, measured as a better performance on alternative
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sequence selection tasks?, and (RQ4) Is there a difference in performance on
alternative sequence selection tasks when using human-designed annotations
compared to machine-generated annotations?.

We provide background on the three selection problems in Chapter 2. This
is followed by a detailed overview of our experimental setup in Chapter 3.
This experimental setup is used throughout this thesis to examine the effects
of the different language model environments on the three alternative selection
problems. These results form the basis for our answers to the research questions
and problem statements.

We dedicate one chapter to each of the three language model environments
used, starting with Chapter 4 for the language model environment without any
added annotations (RQ1 and RQ2). In the chapter we provide literary back-
ground on language models, present some preliminary work that shaped the
design of our language model system, and we present the results of the lan-
guage model environment without any added annotation. These results lead us
to conclude that by synchronising the distributions used on the different alter-
natives we can increase the flexibility of the language model system as well as
outperform a range of existing language models on the three alternative selec-
tion tasks..

In Chapter 5 we discuss background and results of the language model envi-
ronment that can be characterised by the addition of part-of-speech annotation
(RQ3 and RQ4). We examine two annotations, (1) the human-designed part-of-
speech annotation, and (2) a machine-derived part-of-speech annotation. The
results lead us to conclude that (1) the machine-generated part-of-speech tagset
does not add any new information to the model, (2) the human-designed part-
of-speech tagset does add new information to the model, and (3) as the size
of the training material increases the addition of the part-of-speech tags con-
tributes less and less to the performance of the system. As we observed the
point where the addition of part-of-speech tags no longer adds to the system
occurs around one million sentences of training material for all three alterna-
tive sequence selection tasks.

In Chapter 6 we discuss background and results of the language model envi-
ronment that can be characterised by the addition of dependency information
(RQ3 and RQ4). We examine two annotations, (1) added human-designed de-
pendency information using the Maltparser, and (2) added machine-derived de-
pendency information using the common-cover-link (CCL) parser. The results
lead us to conclude that, (1) dependency annotations, when employed as in this
thesis, hamper the performance of the model, and (2) when using a merged
token combining the annotation and the word token in the focus position the
model performs considerable worse, due to sparseness.
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In Chapter 7 we conclude the thesis by answering the four research questions
and the two problem statements. Given that the benefits of adding annotation to
language models lessen when more data becomes available, we conclude that
(1) we have created a flexible language model that automatically determines the
optimal n-gram size, and (2) while integrating added annotations in a flexible
and automatic manner is possible, the benefits of annotations disappear with
enough training material. Also, we conclude about the use of machine-derived
annotations that, in combination with synchronous back-off, they add no novel
information to the language model as synchronous back-off implicitly derived
similar information. In addition to the conclusions, Chapter 7 presents possible
avenues for future research.





Samenvatting

In de laatste decennia hebben statistische taalmodellen een grote rol gespeeld
binnen de computationele taalkunde. De flexibiliteit van deze taalmodellen is in
de loop van de tijd echter niet toegenomen. Ook zijn er nog immer problemen
met de schaarste van de data. Ons onderzoek is gemotiveerd door het verlangen
om statische taalmodellen flexibeler te maken en minder last te hebben van de
schaarste aan data.

Op basis van deze motivatie en met kennis van de relevante literatuur hebben
we twee probleemstellingen gedefinieerd: (PS1) In hoeverre is het nuttig
een flexibeler statistisch taalmodel te maken, dwz., een taalmodel waarbij
de grootte van de n-grammen niet van te voren is vastgelegd, voor het ade-
quaat omgaan met het schaarste-probleem? en (PS2) Helpen taalkundig gemo-
tiveerde annotaties en hun machinaal-gegenereerde equivalenten als back-
off stap tegen het schaarste-probleem van de data? Geeft het aanpakken
van schaarste op deze manier een voordeel bij alternatieve sequentieselectie-
taken? Om deze vragen te beantwoorden onderzoeken we drie verschillende
statistische taalmodellen over drie alternatieve sequentieselectie-problemen.
Het gaat om de volgende taalmodellen: (1) een flexibel taalmodel zonder
toegevoegde annotaties, (2) een flexibel taalmodel dat verrijkt is met òf
menselijk-gedefinieerde òf machinaal-gegenereerde woordsoort-annotatie, en
(3) een flexibel taalmodel dat verrijkt is met òf menselijk-gedefinieerde òf
machinaal-gegenereerde dependency-annotatie. Deze drie taalmodellen wor-
den toegepast op drie alternatieve sequentieselectie-problemen, namelijk (1)
confusibles, (2) werkwoord en zelfstandig naamwoord congruentie, en (3) or-
dening van prenominale adjectieven.

In Hoofdstuk 2 geven we achtergrondinformatie over de drie alternatieve
sequentieselectie-problemen. Dit wordt direct gevolgd door een overzicht van
onze experimentele opzet in Hoofdstuk 3. Deze opzet is voor het gehele proef-
schrift hetzelfde om de effecten van het gebruik van de verschillende taalmod-
ellen zo precies mogelijk te bestuderen.
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Ieder taalmodel wordt in één hoofdstuk beschreven te samen met de resultaten.
We beginnen daarmee in Hoofdstuk 4 voor het flexibele taalmodel zonder an-
notaties. In dit hoofdstuk geven we enige theoretische achtergrond, beschri-
jven we eerdere experimenten die het ontwerp van de taalmodellen hebben
beı̈nvloed, en presenteren we de resultaten van het taalmodel zonder annotaties.
De resultaten leiden ons tot de conclusie dat we door het synchroniseren van
de distributies die de taalmodellen gebruiken flexibel kunnen zijn in de grootte
van de gebruikte n-grammen voor alternatieve sequentieselectie-problemen.

Vervolgens beschrijven we in Hoofdstuk 5 eerst enige achtergrond en geven
daarna de resultaten die gerelateerd zijn aan het taalmodel met toegevoegde
woordsoort-annotaties. Specifiek kijken we naar het effect van twee verschil-
lende annotaties, (1) een menselijk-gedefinieerde woordsoort-annotatie, en
(2) een machine-gegenereerde woordsoort-annotatie. Op basis van de obser-
vaties gemaakt in dit hoofdstuk concluderen wij het volgende: (1) de machine-
gegenereerde annotatie voegt geen nieuwe, bruikbare informatie toe aan het
model, (2) de menselijk-gedefinieerde annotatie voegt wel nieuwe, bruikbare
informatie toe aan het model, en (3) als de hoeveelheid van het trainingma-
teriaal toeneemt, neemt de toegevoegde waarde van de woordsoort-annotatie
af.

In Hoofdstuk 6 geven we opnieuw enige achtergrond en de resultaten, dit
keer voor het taalmodel met toegevoegde dependency-annotatie. We bestud-
eren wederom twee annotaties: (1) een menselijk-gedefinieerde dependency-
annotatie die wordt toegevoegd door de Maltparser en (2) een machine-
gegenereerde dependency-annotatie die wordt toegevoegd door de common-
cover-link (CCL) parser. Op basis van de observaties gemaakt in dit hoofd-
stuk concluderen wij het volgende: (1) dependency-annotatie, zoals hier ge-
bruikt, heeft geen positieve invloed op de prestaties van het model en (2) als
we zowel het tekst-token als het annotatie-token gebruiken op de focus-positie
is de prestatie van het model aanmerkelijk slechter.

In Hoofdstuk 7 formuleren we de conclusie van dit proefschrift in de vorm
van antwoorden op de onderzoeksvragen, waarmee we eveneens de probleem-
stellingen beantwoorden. Uit de observaties dat de voordelen van het toevoe-
gen van annotaties aan taalmodellen afnemen als er meer training materiaal
beschikbaar komt, mogen we concluderen dat (1) we een flexibel taalmodel
hebben gemaakt dat op een automatische manier de optimale grootte van
het n-gram bepaalt en (2) hoewel het mogelijk is om automatisch en flex-
ibel annotaties te integreren de voordelen daarvan gering zijn als er vol-
doende trainingmateriaal aanwezig is. Ook merken we op dat het gebruik van
machine-gegenereerde annotaties, in combinatie met synchronous back-off,
geen nieuwe informatie toevoegt aan het model, aangezien synchronous back-
off zelf al impliciet gelijksoortige informatie afleidt. Tevens wordt in Hoofd-
stuk 7 een richting aangegeven voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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